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INTRODUCTION
This is the Final Report on NASA Contract NAS8-37592. The contract effort was
directed towards the development of high temperature contalnerless processing
equipment and the design and evaluation of associated systems required for
microgravity materials processing and property measurements. Some of the work
carried out under the present contract continued work which was initiated under
contract NAS8-33742.
Effort was directed towards the following task areas:
Design and development of a High Temperature Acoustic Levitator (HAL) for
containerless processing and property measurements at high temperatures.
KC-135 testing of the HAL module to establish this technology for use as
a positioning device for microgravlty uses.
Construction and evaluation of a brassboard hot wall Acoustic Levitation
Furnace (ALF).
Construction and evaluation of a noncontact temperature measurement (NCTM)
system based on an AGEMA thermal imaging camera.
Construction of a prototype Division of Amplitude Polarimetric Pyrometer
(DAPP) for NCTM of levitated specimens.
Evaluation of and recommendations for techniques to control contamination
in containerless materials processing chambers.
Evaluation of techniques for heating specimens to high temperatures for
containerless materials experimentation.
The work in each of these areas is described in the Executive Summary, and the
individual project reports are included as appendices to this report.
The project reports include recommendations for future work. These
recommendations are based on technical feasibility and on the needs identified
by the microgravity science community during the Workshop on Containerless
Experimentation in Microgravity held at JPL in January, 1990.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
i. Brassboard Acoustic Levitation Facility (ALF)
The brassboard ALF is a hot wall furnace design intended for service up to
1750°C. Its purpose is to provide a test facility for an eventual high
temperature Acoustic Levitation Facility for containerless materials processing
in micro-gravlty. Primary development for this facility was carried out under
the previous contract (NAS8-33742). This technology is an extension of the
Single Axis Acoustic Levitator (SAAL) technology and subsequent research
performed under that contract. Further information on that work can be found in
the final report for that contract which was submitted August 24, 1989.
This facility was intended for KC-135 testing under this contract. Due to a re-
direction of effort toward the NCTM development project, the KC-135 flight module
was not completed and the tests were not performed. Limited ground-based testing
was carried out prior to task redirection.
2. Special Studies
Much of the work performed in this contract was to study and evaluate subsystems
for a containerless processing facility. The purpose was to cover the necessary
furnace development and acoustic integration tasks associated with the ALF R&D
program. This work progressed from May through September of 1989 before task
redirection. This redirection was to accommodate the need for a Thermal Imaging
NCTM device. Also included in the additional tasking was further development
work on the Division of Amplitude Polarimetric Pyrometer (DAPP). Subsequent task
additions included a study of contamination control techniques in electromagnetic
levitation facilities and a study of beam heating techniques. The following is
a summary of these tasks.
2.1 ALF Special Studies:
These studies were intended to characterize the ALF high temperature hot
wall furnace configuration for a variety of different aspects. Furnace
liners, heating elements, and other chamber materials were to be further
evaluated with respect to contamination, thermal cycling, mechanical
stability, etc. Further acoustic testing was planned including SPL and
force measurements at high temperatures, acoustic field mapping,
temperature mapping, sample deformation from acoustic pressure, sample gas
quench cooling feasibility, and sample rotation capability. In addition
to these, a number of acoustic transducer studies were also planned.
Among these were studies to measure transducer output at high temperatures
and verify resonance tracking feasibility of six transducers at high
temperature.
Plans were developed to accomplish these tasks which required considerable
preparation activities. Development of a hot probe microphone for use at
temperatures up to 1600°C was initiated along with an automated xyz
translation device for acoustic field and temperature mapping. Other
preparations included force meter and furnace design modifications, signal
conditioning electronics and a data acquisition system. Much of this work
was completed and some testing had been carried out when task redirection
occurred in October, 1989.
2.2 NCTM Brassboard
This project ensued following a task directive issued October 5, 1989.
Its purpose was to establish the feasibility of integrating an AGEMA
Infrared Thermal Imaging camera into the DPM flight module and to
subsequently carry out the task. Feasibility was confirmed and the
development project was carried out. The design approach employed for
this instrument was to digitize the analog video signal produced by an
AGEMA 870 scanner and prepare the digital data for downllnk via the
shuttle telemetry system. Custom electronics and optics were designed for
this system. The system performed nominally as designed but testing
determined that the AGEMA scanner is not suitable for precision
temperature measurement applications. Details of this can be found in the
NCTM Brassboard Final report which is attached as Appendix A.
2.3 Division of Amplitude Polarimetrlc Pyrometer (DAPP)
The objective of this task was to demonstrate a polarimetric method for
precisely measuring spectral emissivity and other optical properties of
specular and partly specular surfaces. Included in this effort was the
design, fabrication, testing, calibration and delivery of a prototype
instrument to NASA. This project was successfully completed and very good
results were obtained. The instrument was calibrated and tested at 633nm
and the accuracy of stokes vector measurements at this wavelength was
determined to be 0.5 1%. Spectral emissivity measurements with this
device provide .5% absolute accuracy. This is probably the first absolute
thermodynamic temperature and optical property measuring device available.
A detailed report on DAPP is included in Appendix B.
2.4 Contamination Control
The purpose of this study was to evaluate techniques to minimize and
control contamination in an electromagnetic levitator. Control of gaseous
and particulate impurities were considered. Approaches examined include
operation in vacuum, inert gas, chemically active gases, chemically
purified gases, gettering, filtering, etc. This study and other work
being pursued at Intersonics indicate that in many cases the use of a
gaseous atmosphere has significant advantages over operation in a vacuum.
However, the best techniques for reducing and controlling contamination
are dependent on the type of material being processed. This and other
specific experimentation requirements must be known before the best
methods can be specified. Contamination control is covered in greater
detail in the report attached in Appendix C.
2.5 Beam Heating
This study looked at the factors affecting beam heating of samples and
various techniques for non-lsothermal heating. Approaches considered
included; focused lamps, electron beam, lasers (gas and solid state),
solar and electromagnetic induction heating. Each of these has advantages
and disadvantages, and particular applications for which they are well
suited. Energy conversion efficlencies vary widely and system
optimization is essential to reduce power consumption in space based
applications. Other factors considered include; safety, size, and power
requirements.
The most promising prospect for future mlcrogravity experiments requiring
beam heating is solid state laser diode technology. This rapidly
advancing technology mayprovide a versatile, efficient (both in size and
power conversion) and safe method of beam heating specimens to high
temperatures. They are small, can provide up to 50% conversion
efficiency, and are relatively easy to drive (no high voltage required).
However, as is pointed out in the report included in Appendix D,
electrical to optical power conversion is only part of the total
efficiency. Energy can only be delivered to a sample if it absorbs light
at the wavelength where the source is emitting the light. For example, a
CO2 laser emitting at 10.6 pm is very efficient for heating glasses and
ceramics but not for metals. These factors must be taken into account
when specifying a suitable beam heating source for a particular
application. There is no single technique that can provide high
efficiency heating for all materials. Recommendations include; the
development of laser diode systems and the consideration of a high power
CO 2 laser for micro-gravity applications.
3. High Temperature Acoustic Levitator (HAL)
The HAL facility is a three axis acoustic levitation system similar to ALF but
designed to operate with beam heating instead of the isothermal hot wall design
of ALF. This system was developed under NASA contract NAS8-33742 and was being
prepared for its first KC-135 flight at the commencement of this contract.
Further description of HAL can be found in the Final Report for NAS8-33742 and
in Appendix E.
Intersonics personnel performed the first KC-135 flight tests of HAL in May of
1989. The equipment performed well and demonstration of the technique was
accomplished including melting of an aluminum sample. Minimal equipment related
problems were encountered during the first week of flights and a large number of
samples were processed. After a brief period of data analysis, minor equipment
repairs and modifications, the equipment was prepared for a second week of
testing. Flight testing in June of 1989 confirmed information from the previous
flights but provided only modest improvements in results.
Following testing, work began on upgrading the HAL capabilities. Specifically,
the Sample Injection and Retrieval System (SIRS) was redesigned, an optical
pyrometer was built and a closed loop specimen stabilization system was
installed. The latter provides the ability to continuously monitor the specimen
position and correct for motion via phase adjustments to the appropriate sound
sources. This is made possible by the use of the opposed sound source
configuration used in the HAL system.
These system modifications were effected between June and December, 1989. In
January, 1990 the third set of KC-135 flights took place. This flight
established the ability to damp and reduce sample motions with the application
of closed loop feedback. The SIRS modifications proved to be very effective.
Aircraft problems substantially reduced the total flight time and another week
of flights were scheduled for March.
The March flights were postponed due to aircraft problems but testing resumed
after 2 weeks. During these tests positioning was maintained on samples up to
~ 1300°C and several aluminum samples were melted. A large amount of data was
obtained and their subsequent analysis demonstrated the effectiveness of the
closed loop feedback system.
3.1 HAL Results Summary and Capabilities Assessment
A considerable amount of testing and analysis has been performed to assess
the current and potential capabilities of the HAL system. The KC-135
tests provided partial proof of the feedback damping concept. In some
cases specimen motion control was outstanding and in others it was
ineffective. Some of this was attributable to intermittent electronic
noise but other causes were also identified. Conditions affecting damping
effectiveness include system gain, sound level, specimen velocity
(oscillation frequency) and lighting conditions.
Data analysis and post-fllght testing indicated some minor deficiencies in
the feedback system. It was determined that the basic position feedback
was ineffective in correcting for slow specimen motion (i.e. < IHz).
Since the velocity feedback amplitude decreases with frequency, the low
frequency perturbations were unaffected. In addition, the feedback system
was also susceptible to problems induced by the large dynamic range of
lighting conditions (i.e. low to high emissivity, arc lamps on/off).
Suitable techniques for eliminating these problems were identified and the
modifications have been effected.
Laboratory testing indicates that there may be no limit to the temperature
differential (between the sample and the ambient) that can be tolerated
with the HAL system. This has been demonstrated up to 2700K in tests
performed on AI203 samples. Based on these results and the post flight
analysis, it is apparent that an adequate demonstration of the full
capabilities of the HAL was not obtained in these KC-135 flights. We are
very confident that future testing of HAL would be quite successful in
establishing those capabilities.
4. Recommendations
Information presented in this report indicates the status of all work performed
under this contract. Significant progress was made in many areas and it is
strongly recommended that work in some of these areas be continued.
KC-135 and laboratory testing of HAL indicate that this is a very viable
technique for high temperature containerless processing. It appears as though
there may be no upper temperature limits on the ability of HAL to position
samples. This system is applicable to both conducting and nonconducting
materials. We, therefore, strongly recommend continued development and testing
of this technique.
The DAPPtechnology is producing unprecedented results in noncontact temperature
measurement. Sample temperature is some of the most important data in the field
of contalnerless materials processing and the DAPP technology can make a
significant contribution to precision measurement. Continued development work
in this area is also recommended.
Beam heating of contalnerlessly positioned samples is also an area requiring
attention. Safety requirements and limited power availability on the Space
Shuttle and Station make this a very important development area. Work in this
area should begin as soon as possible to ensure capabilities for the next
generation of flight hardware.
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Abstract
The AGEMA NCTM System Brassboard was completed under NASA contract NAS8-37592.
The goal was to provide a system for noncontact temperature measurement of
levitated specimens in the DPM Dual Zone Chamber experiment. The system was to
include an AGEMA 870 Thermal Imaging camera and necessary support systems
developed and integrated into the DPM prior to the USML-I mission. The project
proceeded on schedule prior to the cancellation of the DZC experiment in
May,1990, which negated the requirement for flight qualified hardware. With this
exception, the system design, development, testing, and calibration was completed
as planned.
The completed hardware provides a digitized version of the analog video output
of the AGEMA 870 camera. This digital data is intended for downlink via the
space shuttle telemetry system. For ground-based testing, additional hardware
was developed to decode and convert the digital data back to analog format,
thereby allowing the use of the AGEMA support electronics, computer, TV monitor,
and other supporting hardware. This system provides the capability of directly
acquiring digital data for precise temperature measurement of any single,
selectable pixel.
It is possible with this NCTM device Co achieve a temperature resolution of
0.35°C under ideal conditions. It has been determined, however, that optical
radiance measurement in the Dual Zone Chamber is far from ideal. This could
substantially reduce the temperature measurement capability of this or any
optical NCTM device.
i. SYNOPSIS
This report represents the completion of the NCTM Brassboard Development task
performed under NASA contract NAS8-37592. The goal of this effort was to provide
a temperature measurement system for the DPM Dual Zone Chamber in time to allow
integration into the DPM for the USML-I mission. This report provides closure
to both the "Brassboard Development" and the "AGEMA Calibration and Evaluation"
Statements of Work. The hardware which was designed, developed, tested,
calibrated, and evaluated under these tasks will be described.
Effort began in October, 1989 with an analysis of the AGEMA 870 Thermal Imaging
System, which was selected by JPL for this application. It was followed by a
study to determine the feasibility of integrating this system into the DPM within
the constraints of time, budget and physical system design compatlbilities.
Several primary design drivers surfaced in these studies:
I) No facilities would be available for in-flight data manipulation or
storage. Therefore, all data required downllnking.
2) The Swedish designed AGEMA scanner head produces a video frame rate of
25 fps, unlike the NTSC standard 30 fps. This made video downlink
impractical or impossible on the space shuttle telemetry system.
3) The AGEMA system was designed for large area scanning. No lenses were
available to provide the required field of view (15mm X 15mm).
A conceptual plan was developed in this study which indicated a high success
probability for completing this task within the constraints. It included the use
of a Cassegrainian type lens designed by JPL and a technique for digitizing the
video signal for downlink. System design began in January, 1990 and continued
through the Requirements Definition Review (RDR) on March 30, 1990. Due to the
accelerated development schedule, detailed deslgnactlvities immediately followed
the RDR.
This work continued on schedule until May 21, 1990, when notification of the Dual
Zone Chamber deletion from USML-I was received. Activities in this area were
reduced to a minimum at that point pending further re-direction of effort.
At a review meeting at JPL on June 15, 1990 Intersonics' staff presented a
project status report. In addition, recommendations for an enhanced capability
system were presented. In July, JPL decided to continue with the original design
scheme, but to relax the requirement for flight qualifiable hardware. The
project was completed under this scenario.
This report will describe the hardware developed by ISI, including hardware
developed for flight, ground support, and for testing purposes. It will discuss
the tests and calibrations performed and assess the performance capabilities of
the system.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Agema Thermovlslon
The AGEMA Thermovision is a Swedish made Thermal Imaging system designed to
monitor thermal radiation over a scanned area and calculate temperatures
accordingly. In its simplest form the system operates with the model 870
Scanner Head, the model 800V Control Unit and a video monitor. The Scanner
Head produces a differential video output at 25 fields/sec and separate
horizontal and vertical sync signals. The 800V Control Unit scan converts
this signal to provide compatibility with a standard video monitor for image
display. It also displays intensity information in the form of intensity
units (IU) which, in conjunction with AGEMA supplied calibration curves, can
be used to derive temperature information.
Temperature calculation, as well as many other functions, can be accomplished
by interfacing a computer to the 800V. In this configuration, the video
information is digitized and sent to the computer along with other information
supplied by the scanner head and 800V Control Unit. This is the most useful
and versatile configuration. Specifications for the AGEMA system are
included in Appendix A to indicate the capabilities of the "off the shelf"
system.
2.2 NCTM System Description
Intersonics designed the NCTMBrassboard to provide compatibility with the JPL
Drop Physics Module. To accomplish this, several design drivers and criteria
were considered. They include:
o Support electronics must be electrically and mechanically compatible with
the DPM.
o No on-board data processing (i.e. temperature calculation) is feasible.
o No on-board data storage is available.
o AGEMA's 25 frame/sec video is not compatible with shuttle video
telemetry.
o No lenses are available to provide the required 15mm X 15mm field of
view.
o Appropriate optics must fit within the mechanical constraints of the DPM.
o Absolute measurement accuracy and resolution must approach AGEMA
specifications.
The resulting design described in Figure i accommodatesthese items by
utilizing the AGEMAscanner headwith custom designed optics and electronics.
It employs a Cassegrainian optics design, initiated by Antonio Puerta at JPL.
This lens provides the required field of view and working distance but some
reduction in light collection efficiency is concomitant.
Data handling is accomplishedby digitizing the video signal at high speedand
high resolution and preparing the data for downlink via the shuttle telemetry
system. It can then be stored and processed by ground based facilities. Two
DPM compatible printed wire assemblies (PWA) provide the entire flight support
system. One board is designed for installation into the DPM Mechanical
Assembly (MA) and the other interfaces with the Controller Assembly (CA).
Both boards provide limited interface capability with the DPM controller.
For test and demonstration purposes, the system has been assembled into a
stand-alone unit. For the same purposes, we developed an additional
processing device to approximate the ground support equipment. This device
accepts the serial digital data stream directly from the CA PWA, bypassing the
downlink process in the absence of the shuttle telemetry system. It then
processes the digital data to provide calibrated temperature measurement and
to reconstruct the analog video signal. A detailed description of the
completed hardware follows.
2.2.1 Objective Optics
The two-reflector, f/7.9 Cassegralnlan objective lens was designed by
Antonio Puerta (JPL) to image a field of practical dimensions at the
required target distance. This system was chosen over a relay lens design
because of its achromaticity, compact size, and minimal impact upon the DZC
video optics. The reflectors (two sets) were fabricated by Tucson Optical
Research Corporation. The mounts for these, the housing, and its interface
to the AGEMA scanner head were designed and fabricated at Intersonics.
Figure 2 shows the overall optical layout of the NCTM portion of the DZC.
Mechanical drawings of the objective lens housing are included in Figure 3
and Appendix B.
Figure 4 depicts the afocal imaging of on-axis and extreme off-axis target
points by the objective and AGEMAmacro optics. Incident light that is not
blocked by the secondary reflector mounting is focused by the primary
reflector to create a virtual object for the secondary. The secondary re-
focuses the rays onto a curved focal plane. The AGEMA macro lens then
collimates the rays, and delivers them through the exit pupil into the
scanner head optics. All parts outside the head are fixed except for the
secondary, which is mounted on a threaded shaft for focusing. Once a focus
is achieved, a locking nut secures the secondary in place.
2.2,2 Mechanical Assembly (MA) Board Functions & Description
This board supplies power to the scanner, controls the thermo-electric (TE)
cooler element attached to the detector, and buffers the video and sync
signals for relay to the Controller Assembly (CA) PWA. It also provides
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interface with and status information to the local governing controller.
The MA PWA functions are shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 is a Functional Block
Diagram of the MA PWA.
2.2.2.1 Power Supplies
The Agema scanner requires six power supply voltages which are supplied
by the MA PWA. The MA PWA requires power from the DPMMAbus at ± 12V and
+SV to provide this power. The scanner requires two +8V supplies, two
-8V supplies, (analog and digital circuits use separate supplies) one
+I2V scanning motor supply, and a +SV supply. The two ± 8V supplies are
provided via four voltage regulators on the MA PWA. The input power for
the regulators comes from the DPM ± 12V supplies available in the MA.
The scanning motor and +SV supplies are FET switch controlled extensions
of the MA supplies.
2.2.2.2 Power Switching
The power for the scanner and circuitry devoted to scanner functions is
controlled by opto-isolated FET switches in the +I2V, -12V, and +5V
paths. The regulators which supply the ± 8V supplies to the scanner are
powered by the switched ± 12V. The scanner is turned on and off via
commands written to the on board status/control register (see Sec.
2.2.2.6). The status of the FET switches is available on the bus when
this register is read. When the command for powe_ on is issued, three
opto-isolators are turned on which in turn drive the FETs into their low
impedance state. This allows current to flow to the scanner with
negligible resistance. Conversely, pgw_r off command puts the FETs into
their high impedance state, turning the scanner and associated circuitry
off.
2.2.2.3 Scanning Motor Current Limit
The scanning motor normally draws about 2 amps at +I2V during start up.
A circuit in the return leg of the motor supply circuit limits the
current available to the scanning motor to about I amp during start up.
After the motor's start up period the motor current drops to its steady
state level of 0.63 amps and the motor speed control regulates the motor
voltage.
2.2.2.4 TE Cooler Control
The TE cooler attached to the detector in the Agema scanner uses power
from the +5V source. Adjustment of the current into the TE cooler (and
therefore its temperature) is achieved by comparing a temperature related
signal from the detector (TE CTRL) to the time integral of the current
through the cooler. This continuous adjustment maintains proper detector
temperature. This circuit is based on the circuit used in the Agema 800V
controller.
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2.2.2.5 Video and Sync Relay Buffers
The differential video from the scanner is routed to the CA PWA via two
inverting unity gain amps. The sync signals H-TRIG and V-TRIG are
converted to differential for relay to the CA PWA. This is to improve
noise immunity and to maintain ground isolation between the Mechanical
and Controller Assemblies.
2.2.2.6 Bus Interface/Reglsters
The interface circuitry on the MA PWA follows the specification for the
MA system bus. Although the capability of supporting four commands
exists, only two are currently defined: power on and power off. The two
least significant bits (bit 0 and bit i) of the data bus are devoted to
command functions. The remaining 6 bits are used for data. Commands are
issued by placing the desired bit pattern on bits 0 and 1 of the system
bus and writing to the status register (register 00 as addressed by the
bus signals RS0* AND RSl*) on the MA board. The command bit patterns are
listed below.
bit 1 bit 0 Command
0 0 Power off
0 i Power on
The remaining 6 bits of the status register are devoted to supplying
status information to the system upon request. The bits and their
meanings are shown below.
bit
2
3
4
5
6
7
Meaning
..............................
V-TRIG status.
H-TRIG status.
Switched +I2V supply status.
Switched +5V supply status.
Switched -12V supply status.
-- Undefined --
In each case above, a 1 (logic high) represents the nominal condition on
the MA PWA. Since the bus transceiver is an inverting device, a 0 (logic
low) corresponds to nominal as read by the MA system. This information
is put on the bus when the MA board register is read. In addition, the
two command bits are placed into bits 0 and 1 for a read-back of the last
command issued.
The determination of the MAboard status discussed above is made with two
types of circuits. The status of the video sync signals is determiued
by timer circuits which are re-triggered by every pulse of the signal in
question. If the signal is interrupted, the circuit will time-out
ii
/indicating an error condition. The indicators for the switched power
supplies compare the output voltage of the power FETs to un-switched
reference voltages to produce a TTL level indicating the current state
of the switched power.
2.2.3 Controller Assembly (CA) PWA Functions & Description
The functions of the CA PWA, shown in Figure 5, revolve around formation of
a sequence of 16 bit digital words that represent the video output of the
scanner. In addition to this basic process, the board performs the
interleaving of system time and other data into the digital output and
supports interface with the CA bus. Figure 7 is a Functional Block Diagram
of the CA PWA.
2.2.3.1 Video Conditioning Circuitry
This circuit transforms the differential video received by the CA PWA
into a format appropriate for A/D conversion. It consists of a
differential amp, a gain stage, and a 4 pole anti-aliaslng filter. The
output of these stages is a single ended version of the Agema video
output amplified by a factor of 1.42 V/V to take full advantage of the
resolution of the A/D converter.
2.2.3.2 Video & Sync Digitization
The conditioned video is converted to 12 bit digital by a Datel ADS-II2
A/D converter at a rate of 228 kHz. The sync signals, H-trig and V-trig
(already TTL compatible), are simply latched by the same clock that
initiates A/D conversion of the video signal. The digitized sync signals
are then placed in bits C and D of the output word respectively. Bit E
is a flag bit that indicates whether the word is video or interleaved
data and Bit F is unassigned. The interleaved data is discussed in Sec.
2.2.3.4.
The table in Figure 8 indicates the bit assignments in the 16 bit output
words. The left column indicates the format for video information and
the right is for interleaved data. The digital video is placed into the
12 least significant bits of the output word (bits 0 - B).
Digitization of the video and sync is asynchronous with respect to the
Agema signals.
2.2.3.3 Controller Assembly Bus Interface
The interface circuitry to the address and data busses is compatible with
the Multibus I standard used in the Controller Assembly. Only the loxcer
8 bits of the data bus are supported on the CA PWA. The address space
reserved for NCTM is 200 s 21F n. Since this represents many more
12
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commands than are needed, the current design recognizes addresses 200 H
20F H and supports commands at addresses 200. 205 x as described below:
I/O Address
200. (R&W)
201 H (R&W)
202. (R&W)
203. (R&W)
204. (W)
205. (R&W)
206, - 21F, Reserved
AccessFunctlon
............... .....
System time register, bits 0-7.
System time register, bits 8-15.
System time register, bits 16-23.
System time register, bits 24-31.
Increment system time register command.
Control/status register.
Currently unused
External access to the CA PWA is inhibited when on-board bus access is
under way.
2.2.3.4 Interleave Control
To affect interleave of the system time and status information into the
data stream, an output data selector is employed to choose either the
digitized video information or the on board data storage. Figure 9 is
a timing diagram which shows this event sequence. Circuitry is included
on the CA PWA which detects when the scanner is in a vertical retrace
period and announces this by driving RTC high on the next rising edge of
WCLK. This switches the output data selector to route data rather than
the video to the output latch. The signal LATCH* then loads the selected
word into the output latch. The remaining time and status registers are
placed one at a time into the output stream until all have been included.
The interleave controller then resets the output data selector to route
video to the output latch.
The system time and status registers are placed one at a time into bits
0-7 of the output word, as shown in Figure 8. Bits 8 F are then
available for other tasks. It is convenient to dedicate bits C and D to
the signals H-TRIG and V-TRIG respectively regardless of whether data or
video is being output. This maintains proper video sync with minimal
complication. It is also useful to insert the 3 signals DSEL0 - DSEL2
into bits 8 - A respectively to identify each byte of data. These ID
codes are shown below.
Code Byte
000 Time LSB
001 Time 2SB
010 Time 3SB
011 Time MSB
I00 Status register
Interleave activity inhibits external access to the data bus on the CA
PWA.
15
2.2.3.5 Timing Control & P/S Conversion
This circuitry controls all the internal activity of the CA PWA. It is
conceptually comprised of a crystal oscillator master clock, a
synchronous 6 bit counter, and a binary decoder. The master clock drives
the counter at 8.192 HHz. The counter outputs drive the binary decoder
which produces control pulses that trigger the actions that make up a
word cycle. The word cycle timing diagram is shown in Figure I0.
The word cycle begins with the high going pulse WCLK. This pulse
triggers the A/D converter and the sync latch to produce a video word.
The next pulse that occurs is LATCH* which loads the current output word
(subject to the interleave controller) into the output latch.
The next action is to load the output latch into the shift register in
preparation for serial output. The pulse S/L triggers this step.
The final control action is a pulse that enables the serial output stage.
This automatic re-enabllng of the serial output is intended as part of
a word sync protocol between the CA PWA and the HRM. The other part of
the protocol is provided by the HRM and consists of a pulse input to the
CA PWA that disables the serial output. This disabling pulse must occur
after the HRM latches the 16th bit of an output word and before the
re-enabling pulse produced by the CA PWA controller. This pulse needn't
occur after every output word but the more frequently it occurs, the less
likely a word sync error is to persist.
Concurrent with the generation of each video word is the serial output
of the previously produced word. The least significant output bit of
the counter is used to generate BITCLK, a gated 4.096 MHz square wave
which is the clock for this process. The BITCLK waveform consists of
groups of 16 pulses separated by 600 ns. The CA PWA puts each bit of the
output word (MSB first) on the serial data output line in time for the
next rising edge of BITCLK to latch it into the HRM.
2.2.4 Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Functions & Description
/
The GSE prototype for the Agema NCTM system decodes the encoding that is
performed by the CA PWA and reconstructs the analog differential video and
sync signals for relay to the 800V. It also provides a "Pixel Grabber"
feature which enables a single pixel to be selected from the incoming data
stream and routed to a computer for processing and temperature read out.
Calibrated temperature measurement is provided by this device from the
digital data before it is converted back to analog format. A Functional
Block Diagram of the Data Decoder and Pixel Grabber is shown in Figure II.
17
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2.2.4.1 S/P Conversion & Word Sync
This circuitry receives the serial data and clock signals from the CA PWA
and converts them back to 16 bit words. It also produces a pulse after
every 16th bit in compliance with the word sync protocol discussed in
Sec. 2.2.3.5.
2.2.4.2 Reglsters/Register Control
When bit E of the received word (the data/video flag bit) is high,
indicating that a received word is data rather than video, the word is
parsed as follows: bits 8-A are decoded to identify the incoming data and
address the register in which the low byte of the word (the actual data)
belongs. This enables the register and a subsequent signal loads the
data into the register. The contents of the time and status registers
are displayed in hexadecimal in seven-segment displays on the face of the
GSE prototype.
2.2.4.3 Video Reconstruction
The video words of the digital input are separated into the 12 bit video
code and the two sync bits, the latter of which are already in an
acceptable format for the 800V controller. The video information is
routed to a D/A converter to reproduce the single-ended video signal.
It is then passed through an anti-imaging filter and gain stage to un-do
the amplification of the video conditioning circuitry on the CA PWA.
Finally the video signal is converted to differential and the
reconstructed video and sync signals are routed to the 800V controller
for display.
2.2.4.4 Pixel Addressing (Pixel Grabber)
By counting scan lines and pixels relative to a reference, recognition
and readout of any pixel in the image is achieved. In order to affect
the addressing of individual pixels in the video signal, field, scan
line, and pixel counters are employed. The field counter is implemented
as a 2-bit counter to specify the four distinct fields (0 through 3) and
can be disabled so the specified pixel in all fields is recognized. The
scan line counter is incremented by the_H-TRIG signal to provide an
address for each scan line. This counter is cleared with the V-TRIG
signal resetting it at the beginning of each field. Similarly, the pixel
counter is incremented by the WCLK signal and reset by the H-TRIG signal
to maintain pixel addresses.
When a specified address matches the field, scan line,and pixel
specified, the signal HIT is driven high to indicate that the target
pixel is now available and the data is stored in the target register.
2O
To provide a visual reference for the location of the target pixel, the
Pixel Crabber replaces it in the output to the 800Vwith one of three
switch selectahle images. Steady white and black replacement pixels are
available, as is a black/white flashing pixel.
2.2.4.5 Target Pixel Processing
When HIT goes high, indicating the target pixel is now present at the
output of the S/P converter, the digitally encoded video level is latched
into the 12 hit target register. This register is updated every time HIT
goes high providing continuous readout of the video level at the point
of interest. A duplicate register exists which is updated only when HIT
is high and an external button is pressed. This storage register
provides a way to freeze the readout for greater ease in manual
measurement.
The contents of both the target and storage registers are converted to
analog and are output from the Pixel Grabber. To aid in comparisons over
time or between pixels, the difference of these two analog signals is
also available. In addition to these analog outputs, a parallel output
is provided on a standard 37 pin D type connector. A switch is provided
to select either the target or storage register as the source for this
output.
2.2.5 Dual Zone Chamber (DZC) Mock-Up Description
A DZC mock-up test facility was built by Intersonics, Inc. for testing
purposes. The configuration of key elements of the mock-up is shown in
Figure 2. The heart of this system is a 2.75" X 2.75" X i0" Inconel chamber
provided by JPL/Loral. Sapphire viewing windows are located in the cold
zone (WI), hot zone (W2), and chamber top (W4). The upper (hot) zone of the
chamber is heated with four 500W resistive elements, which are held against
the outside of the chamber by fibrous ceramic insulating boards. A
temperature of 900°C can be attained in the hot zone. Precise closed-loop
temperature control is achieved using a calibrated "K" type thermocouple
and a solld-state temperature controller, which regulates the current to the
heating elements. The thermocouple is mounted on a motor-controlled
translator such that it may be embedded into spherical test samples and
placed anywhere within the hot zone field of view. This thermocouple was
calibrated in our blackbody reference source (See Appendix C).
An aluminum support structure for the chamber also supports the intermediate
elements in the DZC optical train, which consists of a second sapphire
window (W3), two front-surface aluminum mirrors (M4 & M2), and a dichroic
beam-splitter (DI). Finally, the structure supports the mounting hardware
for the AGEMA scanner and objective lens. The clear apertures and locations
of all optical elements are as per JPL drawings _i0134325, the limiting
aperture being the Cassegrainian objective. The support structure may also
accommodate beam heating through the top window.
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SYSTEM TESTING AND CALIBRATION
3.1 Tests and Facilities
Testing and calibration was performed to verify the performance of this
equipment. Since the requirement for flight ready hardware was relaxed, the
testing associated with flight qualification was waived. The tests performed
focussed primarily on the ability of the system to measure temperature
accurately and determine the feasibility of using this technique for its
intended purpose. A list of some of the key facilities utilized is included
in Appendix C.
This section will discuss the test and calibration procedures employed and
results obtained. The information and data presented in this section will be
discussed further in Section 4.
3.1.1 Test and Calibration List
The following is a list of tests and calibrations performed on this device.
i. Baseline Blackbody calibration.
2. Temperature resolution.
3. System calibration with the Dual Zone Chamber.
4. Sweet spot detection.
5. Measurement sensitivity to target location.
6. Optical parameters.
7. Hot sapphire window emissions
8. Electrical characteristics.
3.2 Test Descriptions and Results
3.2.1 Baseline Blackbody Calibration
The NCTM head assembly was mounted on a tripod and focused onto the orifice
of the M300 blackbody furnace. Using the Pixel Grabber and thermal image
monitor, two image locations were chosen to measure the 12 bit digital video
signal (voltage). These points are located at the pixel/line addresses of
49/62 (center of field), and 49/36 (top center of field). The signals at
these locations are the extremes of the apparent radiance range produced by
the head assembly optics over an Iso-radiance target (see Section 3.2.5).
Each "measurement" is actually the arithmetic mean of 5 measured values.
Data points for filter position 0 (no filter) were recorded between 425K and
775K in 25K increments. Measurements for filter position 1 (3.7 to 4.0
micron) were recorded between 800K and 1375K in 25K increments. The digital
numbers corresponding to these data points were then converted to voltages
based on a full scale of 10 VDC at FFF,.
From these voltage vs. temperature data, polynomial expressions were fit for
both filter settings. The calibration curves for the center pixel, along
22
with their corresponding 2nd order polynomial expressions are shown in
Figures 12 and 13. These figures also showthe actual data points recorded
and the error included in the polynomial fit to this data.
In addition to this calibration the R, B and F constants were approximated
for entry into the AGEMATIC 8000 computer. This enables temperature data
to be calculated and displayed on the video monitor. This is a convenient,
real-time approximation of temperature and is not for precision
measurements.
3.2.2 Temperature Resolution
Several tests were performed to determine the temperature resolution of this
system.
3.2.2.1 Electrical Noise
A 1.5 VDC battery source was input to the Mechanical Assembly board in
place of the video signal. A large number of digital data points (>450)
were recorded and the distribution of data was plotted. Analysis of this
data indicates an approximate electrical noise equivalent of 2.2 mV RMS.
3.2.2.2 Dark System Noise
This test was performed with all systems powered and operational but with
a lens cap covering the optics to prevent light from entering The scanner
head. This is essentially a room temperature measurement performed with
no filter in place. The resultant data distribution analysis indicates
the system dark noise is 2.6 mV RMS
3.2.2.3 Temperature Measurement Uncertainty
In these tests the scanner head viewed the Mikron Blackbody source and
the DZC. The blackbody temperature was held constant at 800K and 1350K
and a large number of data points (>450) were obtained for each setting.
These tests were repeated at 800K and III7K with a .25" diameter oxidized
Motel sample located in the DZC. The data was taken at the sweet spot
of this sample under equilibrium conditions.
Data distribution plots for these are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Beam
heating was not used in these tests. Therefore the maximum temperature
in the DZC was limited to <IIb0K.
3.2.3 System Calibration with the Dual Zone Chamber
The NCTM head assembly was mounted in a position such that all of the NCTM
optical components in the DZC mock-up assembly were included in the optical
path. A .25" diameter Monel specimen with a Imm diameter blackbody hole was
installed on the calibrated "K" thermocouple and was placed in the specimen
position in the DZC mock-up. In this way the thermocouple was still
utilized for temperature measurement and the blackbody hole was near the
center pixel where the calibration took place. Eleven digital readings were
23
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taken under equilibrium conditions between 471K and 767K for filter position
O, and 16 readings between 741K and II50K for filter position I. The
calibration data curves, 2nd order polynomial functions, and recorded data
for the two filter settings are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
3.2.4 Sweet Spot Detection
The sweet spot, as it is referred to in this report, is that spot on a
specular sphere where no light emanating from the chamber walls will be
reflected into the camera lens. It is the only spot which, in principle,
is emitting light uncontaminated by reflections from other hot sources.
In these tests, a spherical target was placed onto the calibrated
thermocouple bead, and was inserted into the specimen position in the hot
zone of the DZC. Once equilibrium was reached, the thermal image was
stored, and the horizontal scan line passing through the center of the
sphere was located by the Pixel Grabber. The voltage level across this line
was measured by the storage oscilloscope and was stored for analysis. This
measurement was performed at 800K and II00K for .125" and .250" diameter
oxidized Monel spheres. The emissivity of these samples is estimated to be
between .5 and.7. For a .25" diameter specimen in this configuration the
sweet spot is calculated to _e ~ .87mm diameter.
Figure 18 shows the thermal image of the .25" diameter Monel sphere and a
horizontal scan line passing through the sweet spot. As the scan line
passes through the narcissus region, the detected radiation is reduced.
This is due to the fact that light radiated from this area includes less
wall reflections and is therefore more dependent on the specimen emissivity.
In the center of this region is the actual sweet spot. From the
aforementioned calculation, the sweet spot diameter for this sample is
.87mm. Since this constitutes more than three pixels with this system,
sweet spot detection should be well within its capabilities. While Figure
18 demonstrates the ability to locate the sweet spot, the actual size and
purity of it cannot be clearly defined due to the fact that this is not a
specular surface.
3.2.5 Measurement Sensitivity to Target Location
Figure 19 is the thermal image of the DZC hot zone at 800K, upon which are
superimposed a vertical and a horizontal line. A false gradient can be seen
(primarily along the vertical axis) in the image of what is an iso-radiant
target. Using the Pixel Crabber, the average A/D signal levels were
recorded at 12 locations across the horizontal line, and a= 15 locations
along the vertical line. The plots in the figure indicate the approximate
temperature deviations that can be expected from the center pixel, where all
of the calibrations were performed.
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3.2.6 Optical Parameters
3.2.6.1 Focal Range
Using a fine heated wire as a target, the secondary reflector was moved
to its furthest position toward the target, and the target was moved
until it came into sharpest focus. The distance between the target and
objective fore was measured. This was repeated for the secondary at its
opposite extreme position.
Total focusing range: 254mm to 424mm
Nominal range: 390mm.
3.2.6.2 Depth of Focus
The scanner head was focused on the edge of a razor blade oriented
vertically in front of the Mikron blackbody furnace orifice. A scan line
that crossed the edge of the blade was displayed on the RAPID Systems
storage scope. The 25%-75% rise time of the video signal was measured
to be 5_s, which is just over i pixel. This measurement was repeated for
displacements from the scanner position toward and away from the target
image and the rise times were recorded.
The resulting data, which forms an inverted bell shaped curve, was fitted
with a polynomial. This function was evaluated to find the displacement
from the focal distance that resulted in a _2 factor increase in the rise
time. The distance between these two positions is taken to be the depth
of focus and is given below:
Depth of Focus: 9mm.
3.2.6.3 Field of View
The NCTM head assembly was placed at the nominal distance from the heated
blackbody orifice, and the jaws of a vernier caliper were closed until
their edges came into the thermal image field, both horizontally and
vertically. Electronically, the field is 65 pixels (horizontal) by 70
lines (vertical). From these measurements, the spatial resolution was
calculated.
FOV: 15.4mm (horizontal) X 16.0 (vertical)
Spatial Resolution: 237 micron X 229 micron
3.2.7 Hot Sapphire Window Emission
To determine the amount of radiation emitted from the hot window (W2), a
copper block at room temperature was inserted into the chamber and
simultaneous measurements were made of the scanner output. The furnace was
stabilized at II00K and the block was inserted such that virtually all light
in the chamber was shielded from the window. The remaining light was that
33
radiated directly by the window and that radiated from the window into the
furnace and reflected by the copper. The signal detected was -15% of the
signal produced by the freely radiating Dual Zone Chamber,which is known
from separate experiments to be approximately a blackbody.
3.2.8 Electrical Characteristics
3.2.8.1 Video Conditioning Filter Response
The frequency response of the video conditioning circuitry was determined
with the use of Tatum Labs "Electronic Circuit Analysis" simulation
software. The simulation uses models for the op amps that reflect the
characteristics of the OP-37's used in the actual circuit. The response
of the actual circuit was checked against the simulation at several
points and agreement was excellent. The amplitude response of the
simulation is shown in Figure 20 along with a typical scan line before
and after processing. The indication is that this filter has very little
adverse effect on the integrity of the video signal.
3.2.8.2 System Power Measurements
The power and currents required by the CA and MA boards are given in
Figure 21.
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This evaluation is the result of the tests and calibrations performed and
calculations based on data obtained. The capabilities of the completed hardware
as a NCTM device will be discussed and presented. A summary of the system
specifications is included in Appendix D.
It is important to note that curve-fitting software was utilized to obtain
analytical expressions of the calibration data. While the use of polynomial
functions was required to complete this analysis, some error is introduced as a
by-product of their use. Some of the calculated data presented in this section
and the previous one are based on these polynomials and therefore may not
represent the ultimate capabilities of this system. The best possible results
would be achieved if empirically generated look-up tables were employed.
4.1 NCTM System Performance
4.1.1 Electronics
The system electronics performs nominally as designed. It is DPM
compatible, provides adequate digitization rate and resolution, and has
sufficiently low noise to provide minimal measurement uncertainty.
Improvement in electrical S/N ratio, currently measured at 73dB, would
further improve the ultimate temperature measurement capabilities of the
system. This, however, is not the limiting aspect of this systems' ability
to measure temperature.
4.1.2 Optics
The Cassegraininan Objective provides a field of view of 15.4mm (H) X 16.0mm
(V) at the specified target distance of 390mm. Although the image clarity
is equal or better than that of standard AGEMA objectives, its radiance
collection characteristics produce a false vertical gradient in the image
of a uniform target (see Figure 19, Section 3.2.5). The cause of this
appears to be a poor match between the exit pupil of the objective/macro
optics and the entrance pupil (or pupils) of the scanner head. The problem
is severe enough to render the system useless when using the two smallest
scanner head apertures, which are not believed to be apertures in the purest
sense.
This does not present a problem when using the standard AGE_ objectives,
presumably because of their low f-numbers (nearly one compared to f7.9 for
the center-obscured Cassegrainian system). The true cause of this
phenomenon and the best method of correction can only be ascertained by
gaining a more thorough understanding of the scanner head optics, which may
involve proprietary information from the manufacturer.
This deficiency will reduce the effective performance of temperature
measurement in the DZC. However, this performauce degradation can be
minimized since the entire specified temperature l'ange can be measured by
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switching in attenuating filters rather than apertures, and since the signal
dependenceupon field location can be corrected by calibration.
4,1.3 Temperature Measurement
4.1.3.1 Baseline TemperatureMeasurementRanges
Using the polynomials obtained from the blackbody and DZCcalibrations,
the measurementranges vs. target emissivity for filter positions 0 and
i were calculated. The results are showngraphically in Figures 22 and
23. Whencorrecting for emissivity, it must be noted that the spectral
bandpassof the system is restricted to between3.7 and 4.0 microns when
using filter position I, while position 0 utilizes the entire 2 to 5
micron bandpass of the AGEMAoptics and detector.
4.1.3.2 Measurement Sensitivity To Target Location
As was previously discussed some false non-uniformity is present over the
scanned image of an isothermal target. It is possible however, to
generate a weighting factor array which will correct for this. This
could be accomplished by measuring the signal at every pixel in the
field, and dividing its value by the signal value of the "hottest" pixel.
The resulting weighting factor can then be divided into the signal value
for any thermal image of interest, to obtain the "true" signal to be used
for temperature calculation for the pixel. Without this correction,
additional temperature measurement errors on the order of those shown in
Figure 19 can be expected.
4.1.3.3 Sweet Spot Detection
The results presented in Section 3.2.4 are evidence for the ability of
the NCTM system to locate the sweet spot of any spherical sample. It can
be seen on small fairly high emissivity targets (see Figure 18).
However, since liquid materials cannot be suspended in this device in the
laboratory, these tests were not carried out on completely specular
surfaces. Attempts at investigating this with gold plated spheres
resulted in evaporation of the plating and were therefore unsuccessful.
The data obtained with non-specular samples and the spatial resolution
of the device indicate that adequate sweet spot detection can be
accomplished.
It should also be noted here that all three sweet spots, which result
from windows W2, W4, and the bottom of the chamber, are visible in this
image. This could be very valuable in determining true temperature
gradients across the specimen. The center and bottom sweet spots would
be unaffected by the use of beam heating from the top since very little
light from the heater would reach these spots. This is particularly
important if xenon arc heating is employed. While the Xenon Arc Spectrum
does not cover the 3.7 to 4 um range, the anode of the lamp glows
extremely hot (up to 2800K) and its radiation will be imaged onto the
specimen. Potentially, this radiation could produce a significant error
source.
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Another potentially large error source in sweet spot measurements may
result from the radiance contributed by the hot window mounted to the
furnace. This effect is discussed in Sec. 4.1.3.5.
4.1.3.4 Temperature Resolution/Error Effects
The histograms displayed in Sec. 3.2.2.3, Figures 14 & 15 indicate the
uncertainty in temperature measurement for several different conditions.
In all of these cases the temperature distribution data was calculated
from the actual measured data.
The unusual aspect of this data is that the temperature resolution gets
worse as the temperature increases. This is due to the fact that the
electrical noise, as measured in Sec. 3.2.2.1, is not the only
contributing factor to the measurement distribution. Several other
factors have been found to contribute to this.
Optical irregularities internal to the AGEMA Scanner head produce errors
which are in addition to those from the electrical noise in the system.
It is apparent from the tests performed at ISl, that the 10-sided
rotating horizontal scanning mirror is not regular. The exact nature of
this irregularity is not known but the result is that the scan lines
produced by different mirror facets vary with a period traceable to the
I0 mirror sides. It is apparent that the asynchronous nature of the
video digitization process adds to the overall error as well. These
aspects must be considered independently.
4.1.3.4.1 Scan Line Error
For any given scan line through an iso-radiant field, some amount of
optical induced irregularity will appear as a "_v" from a constant
horizontal line. This error has two sources, the first being the non-
uniformity in the objective optics light collection which was discussed
in Sec. 4.1.2. The second source is an apparent non-uniformity in the
mirror surfaces within the AGEMA scanner. It is likely that all of the
mirrors are contributing to this error. This means that a perfectly
constant scan line is not achievable regardless of how isothermal the
target is. The resulting "Av" increases as the detector signal (v)
increases. While Av/v remains fairly constant over the operating
range, the increase in Av at the higher temperature ranges shows up as
an increase in the apparent temperature deviation across an iso-radiant
field.
4.1.3.4.2 Periodic Scan Errors
In addition to the errors induced within a scan line it is also
apparent that substantial differences exist between individual scan
lines. Therefore, adjacent pixels in consecutive scan lines may appear
much brighter or darker than they actually are due to the optical
irregularities between two adjacent mirror facets. As will be
explained, this error is periodic and therefore predictable.
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Due to the nature of the vertical and horizontal scanning mechanismin
the scanner head, the samemirror facet does not always produce the
samescan line in the field image. Analysis has determined that a
given mirror facet scans the sameline in space only once in 40 fields,
or i0 frames. (i frame - 4 fields).
Each mirror facet produces a characteristic scan line which appears
every lOth line and movesupward (as viewed on the video monitor) at
the rate of I0 lines in ~ 1.6 sec. As a result, the exact samescan
line occurs in the samelocation on the monitor only once every ~ 1.6
sec. Therefore, if the Pixel Grabber is used, the data collected will
include all of the fluctuations produced by the individual mirror
facets unless only one in forty data points is accepted.
If this is done, the resolution can approach the limit imposedby the
electrical noise spec of 2.2mVRMS. If no other error sources were
present, this would result in a temperature resolution capability of
-.25°C.
4.1.3.4.3 Asynchronous Digitization Error
The asynchronous nature of the digitization process is also responsible
for some additional systematic error. When a single pixel is
monitored, the actual location of that pixel on the scan line is only
known to within 4 _s or 237 micron. This is due to the fact that the
horizontal sync pulses, which are the reference for the "Pixel
Grabber", may be skewed in time by up to that amount. This is not a
problem for a constant line since the measured voltage would not be
affected by what point it is measured at. However, since truly
constant lines are not the case here, the possibility of measuring
different points on a slope with consecutive pixel measurements is
quite high. At the highest temperatures where the "AV" across a scan
line can get rather large, additional errors of ± I°C may occur as a
result of this if averaging is not employed.
4.1.3.5 Optics Train Effects/DZC Characteristics
There are several important aspects of the DZC and the optics path which
must be considered and understood. They include:
o Transmission of optics
o Radiant Emission from the hot window (W2)
o Purity of the sweet spot
Transmission losses through most of the optics path are straightforward
and can be assumed constant. This is easily accounted for in the sys=em
calibration, simply by including all of the components in the path when
the calibration is performed. This, however, is not true for the hot
window (W2) mounted to the furnace.
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This window, which is at approximately the same temperature as the
furnace walls, will radiate according to its temperature and emissivity.
This is potentially a large source of error since the absorption
coefficient of sapphire is significant at the temperatures and
measurementwavelengths in question (700 to II00K, 3.7 to 4 micron). The
emissivity of a 3mmthick sapphire window and its dependence on
temperature and wavelength are shownin Figure 24. This shows a strong
dependenceof emissivity on temperature and wavelength making it very
important to know the window temperature if any corrections are to be
possible. The errors induced by this effect will becomelarger as the
specimen emissivity decreases and if the specimen temperature is
significantly different from the window temperature.
Results from the copper block test described in Sec. 3.2.7, are
consistent with the data shown in Figure 24. The approximate emissivity
of the window at II00K is .05 at 3.85 micron. Assuming a blackbody
approximation for the DZC, this would constitute -5% of the total signal.
This could nearly double when the reflection from the cold copper block
is included. The additional 5% is likely accounted for by several
considerations. Firstly, the actual properties of this window are
certainly not given precisely by the theoretical data on Leuco Sapphire.
This window may also have been contaminated from the prior use of this
facility in extensive laboratory testing. Other considerations
potentially having an impact on this test are light leakage around the
copper, the actual emissivity of the copper, and the actual emissivity
of the chamber. Regardless of the approximations in the test, the effect
is quite significant.
Further, it can be noted from this discussion that radiation from W2 will
affect the purity of the sweet spot. This spot cannot be assumed to be
completely free of reflected or scattered light originating from the hot
window itself. For highly reflective specimens, e.g. gold, the radiance
contributed by the window will be greater than that contributed by the
sample. In any case, window radiance must be considered as a sweet spot
contaminant.
4.1.3.6 Temperature Measurement Summary
Error sources have been identified which can limit the temperature
resolution that can be realized with this device. However, the
systematic and periodic nature of them can allow much of this error to
be removed by careful selection of data obtained, by averaging and by
calibration.
The effects produced by the hot window, however, are quite complex and
further work is required to fully characterize and adequately correct for
them. The calibrations performed that included this window were
performed with a blackbody target inside the DZC and with the furnace
under equilibrium conditions. Under these circumstances all of the
effects are accounted for in the calibration. Any departure from these
conditions would require considerable measurement corrections.
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Figure 25 shows the periodic nature of some of the errors and the
resultant temperature resolution achievable by data selection and
averaging. A blackbody target was measured and the data was selected to
remove the periodic error effects previously discussed. The periodicity
of the acquired data can he seen in Figure 25b and the data distribution
is shown in Figure 25a. This data distribution reflects data selected
to correct for the periodic error, i.e. every 40th field. The
temperature resolution indicated by this data which also includes the
polynomial error, is ~.35°C. This is in direct comparison to the data
displayed in Figure 14, which is not corrected for the periodic errors.
The data shown in Figure 15, which includes the hot window, is also
uncorrected for the periodic errors. Improvement could be expected if
this correction were applied to this data but it must again be pointed
out that this is a narrowly defined set of conditions (i.e., blackbody
target, equilibrium conditions).
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5, RECOMMENDED SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS (Existing Hardware)
This section will discuss minor modifications to the completed hardware that are
necessary or desirable either for up-grade to flight quality status or for
improved performance.
5.1 Electronics
The circuit boards in this equipment are first generation and would require
some modification before they could be considered flight ready. While they
are mechanically and electronically compatible with the DPM, they are not
flight qualifiable and would require some minor circuit changes.
Additionally, manufacture by an approved board house would be required along
with the use of high reliability electronic components. The minimum required
circuit board modifications include:
o A few minor trace routing errors must be rectified.
o Heavier ground traces are required for some signals to reduce voltage
drop.
o MA board video repeater improvement is required. The current output
stage of this simple circuit is an 0P37 op amp. In the lab with a short
cable between the CA board and the MA board, this isn't a problem.
However, to handle the requirement for a longer connection cable between
assemblies, high current line drivers should be added.
o Transmit disable is required. The serial output to the HRM is not
switchable on command. Gaging to allow this should be incorporated to
prevent meaningless signals from reaching the HRM input.
o HRM interface capability is required. The current output of the CA board
does not contain the header information nor is it in the precise format
required by the HRM. Since the board already performs the interleaving
of other data into the output, the extension of this process to include
header info. and control the output format should not involve any major
design changes.
o The digitization process should be converted from asynchronous to
synchronous. Digitization is currently done asynchronously and therefore
produces a slight instability in the horizontal position of the pixels
as seen on the video monitor. In addition, as was previously discussed,
the asynchronous nature of the digitizer also effects the temperature
resolution of the system and complicates data correction.
5,2 Optics
o The secondary reflector of the Cassegrainian objective is currently held
in its mount with silicon adhesive (RTV). It is recommended that the
flight hardware version use a permane_it epoxy.
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o Baffling: Ray tracing has shownthat radiation from angles between 5.7
and 15.1 degrees with respect to the primary mirror intermediate image
can enter the scanner head without ever encountering the objective
optics. In the event that any thermal source along these directions is
of sufficient radiant strength to influence the signal, a conical baffle
should be placed about the hole in the primary reflector.
o Mechanical Support: Currently, the objective housing is supported only
by the CRES steel bayonet connector, which is held to the head by the
macro mounting flange. To meet G-loading and vibration requirements, it
will be necessary to provide additional support for the objective housing
when interfacing to the DPM optical bench.
5.3 Ground Support Equipment
The Pixel Grabber substitutes a selectable digital code for the target pixel
in the output to the 800V as discussed in Sec. 2.2.4.4. This replacement
takes place prior to the filtering of the output video. Consequently, what
would be a distinct, accurately located spot on the display suffers from delay
and dispersion in the filter causing it to appear more than one pixel wide and
slightly to the right of the actual pixel that is replaced. A better
implementation would be to perform the substitution after the filter with an
analog switch to reduce these effects.
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6. RECOMMENDED SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS (FUTURE FLIGHT SYSTEM)
Due to the accelerated nature of this task, some design compromises were
necessary. To fully take advantage of this technique for temperature measurement
some design and technical approach modifications should be made. The following
is a list of recommendations for enhancing the performance and versatility of
this system.
6.1 Data Handling
The current data rate of -4Mbs creates data downlinking problems for the
shuttle telemetry system. The use of the HRM for high speed data downlinking
precludes simultaneous video transmission. This affects ev_xg_[_data station
in the POCC which poses an obvious conflict between the users.
This problem can be solved by employing any one (or a combination) of several
data compression techniques in the flight hardware which will reduce the data
rate to < 2Mbs. Data rates in this range can be accommodated by the Low Data
Rate transmission so that the simultaneous video downlink of other users is
not precluded.
An additional modification, which could be considered complimentary to the
above, or as an alternative, is to provide full data transfer compatibility
to the local governing computer system, i.e. the DPM Controller. If desired,
real-time temperature calculation could be done on board and/or selective data
could be processed or stored while the rest is discarded or downlinked. This
would greatly reduce the amount of data storage that would be required in-
flight thereby making local data storage feasible. In addition, the full
interface compatibility between the controller and the NCTM electronics would
increase the overall system flexibility by allowing full control by the DPM
software. Automated system trouble-shooting would also become possible.
6.2 Automated Filter Selection
To accommodate the temperature and emissivity ranges required with this device
selectable filter(s) should be utilized. This function should be automated
and software controllable.
6.3 Optics
Some of the problems associated with the existing optics system were discussed
in Sect. 4.1.2. These problems might be easily corrected by changing the
objective design from a Cassegrainan telescope to a refractive element relay
lens system in the NCTM path, which could significantly reduce the f-number
(possibly at the expense of image clarity, and certainly at the expense of
achromaticity). Such a system would also require an analysis and possible re-
design of any other optical system (e.g. video) using common elements in the
NCTM train. Further investigation of the internal AGEMA optics is also
necessary.
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6.4 Ground Support Equipment
The current GSE was developed to provide the minimum functions required to
test the flight system. Substantial upgrades to this are required to provide
a true Ground Support System suitable for POCC operations. Figure 26 is a
block diagram of the POCC GSE, that was proposed by Intersonics, Inc. It
begins with a Data Decoder, the complexity of which is determined by the in-
flight data handling procedure and the downlink format. The Memory Buffer and
Time Restoration block is necessary to collect the data, which is being
transmitted asynchronously and with some amount of randomness, and to re-
create the video data stream as it exited the A/D converter in the flight
system. It also provides other functions such as allowing direct access by
a computer to the digital data, a Pixel Grabber feature and a video freeze
frame option.
The digital data stream can then be D/A converted to recreate the original
video signal. This can be fed into the AGEMA 800V Control Unit thereby
allowing access to virtually all the features available with the AGEMA
Thermovision system. It is also possible, by changing the clock rate to the
Memory Buffer/Time Restoration block, to obtain a different video scan rate
than the 25 frame see AGEMA standard. Therefore, direct conversion to the
NTSC 30 frame/sec can be accomplished without the use of the AGEMA 800V
Control Unit if desired.
In addition to providing calibrated radiance measurements, this system would
be capable of determining the "sweet spot" location on the specimen. From
this, accurate specimen temperature can be determined.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An AGEMA Thermal Imaging System was evaluated to determine its feasibility for
use as a temperature measurement device for the DPM Dual Zone Chamber, USML-I
Spacelab mission. Feasibility was established and a development project was
carried out by Intersonics, Inc. to provide this capability. This development
included the design and manufacture of custom objective optics for the ACEMA 870
scanner head, which was the sole component of the ACEMA system that was retained
for this application. All support electronics were custom designed for
integration compatibility with the DPM.
The NCTM System Brassboard was built, tested, and calibrated at Intersonics. It
was integrated into a stand-alone system for testing purposes and is a fully
operational system as such. Two electronic PWA's make up the support system and
video digitizer for the AGEMA Thermal Imaging Scanner. A ground support
simulating device provides access to the digital data to allow temperature
measurement to take place prior to the conversion back to analog video. This
device also allows the use of AGEMAsupport facilities by providing a regenerated
analog video signal virtually unaltered by the digitization process.
Testing of this equipment was directed toward performance evaluation since the
requirement for flight quallfiable hardware was removed. This is reflected by
the tests performed and the data presented in this report. Significant attention
was paid to determine the temperature resolution achievable with this system and
the error sources affecting it. This specification is indicative of the ultimate
accuracy that can be achieved through careful calibration and is therefore highly
important. Additional tests, either directly or indirectly relating to
temperature resolution were performed. These included; general electrical tests,
spatial resolution, sweet spot determination, and voltage vs. temperature
calibrations.
To appropriately summarize the results presented in this report it is necessary
to independently assess the inherent capabilities of the NCTM system and the
combined NCTM/DZC performance.
7.1 AGEMA NCTM Brassboard Performance
Electronically, the device performs nominally as designed. The digitization
process is fairly transparent with the exception of the slight (_ 4_s)
uncertainty in the sync pulses caused by the asynchronous nature of the
process. The system was designed and built to be mechanically and
electrically compatible wi_h the DPM. Although full system integration with
the DPM has not taken place, minimal difficulty is anticipated. Necessary or
recommended upgrades and redesigns (some of which have been presented here)
would take place prior to the development of flight hardware.
The Cassegrainian optics performs adequately but appears to provide a slightly
irregular image over its field of view. Specifically, the light collection
efficiency appears highest near the center of the image with decreasing
efficiency in the vertical directions. It is also apparent that _he
switchable apertures in the ACE_ scanner cannot be used in conjunction with
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this lens. Range changes can (and must) be accomplished by filtering. To
understand and possibly correct for this would require additional analysis of
the scanner optics and consultation with AGEMA Infrared Systems.
Optical effects internal to the ACEMA scanner produce an additional source of
errors. While these errors can substantially reduce the temperature
resolution of the device, they are periodic in nature and can therefore be
corrected by synchronizing the data collection with this period. If this is
not corrected the resolution decreases as the target radiance increases,
degrading from .4"C at 800K to 1.5"0 at 1350K. If this correction is made the
resolution remains fairly constant over this range at .35"C. While the
asynchronous digitization technique accounts for some of this uncertainty,
primarily iT is the electrical noise that is the ultimate limit in resolution
capability. It is important to note that the resolution specification of
.35°C is not based on single pixel measurements. High temperature, single
pixel measurements would be subject to an error of -± 4"C. However,
measurements taken with a blackbody target and corrected for periodic errors
indicate that the system is quite capable of making radiance measurements with
a fairly high degree of accuracy if averaging is employed.
7.2 Dual Zone Chamber Kadlance Measurements
This measurement accuracy will degrade considerably when the measurement
target is located in the Dual Zone Chamber, Approximately 30% signal loss is
encountered through the optics path between the specimen and the objective
optics. This alone is not highly detrimental since its effect is included in
the calibration technique and can be assumed to be fairly constant. However,
this is not true for errors due to radiation from the sapphire window mounted
to the furnace wall, which may be large.
The potential effects of a hot sapphire window, as in the DZC, are numerous
and complex, Testing has verified that the errors induced by this window can
be substantial. A complete analysis of this error source was not carried out
under this task but some of the effects of a hot window have been identified.
Two primary errors result from direct window radiation into the detector and
onto the specimen sweet spot. The greatest impact will be on low emissivity
targets and under conditions where the specimen and window are at different
temperatures. This area requires further investigation.
Another important factor is the ability to adequately resolve the sweet spot.
Testing has determined that this device has sufficient spatial resolution to
do so and can indeed detect the sweet spot. Liquid specimens cannot be
levitated in the DZC in the laboratory so testing was limited to non-specular
solid spheres. Therefore, this testing verified the ability to resolve the
sweet spot, but not to determine its precise size. Also, as was previously
discussed, This is further complicated by window emission.
It is not feasible with the current data and information available to make
definitive estimates on the absolute measurement capability of the integral
system under all possible conditions. It is possible to achieve reasonable
radiance measurements on specimens in the DZC but the conditions must be
narrowly defined and calibrated. As an example, measurement of a blackbody
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target under equilibrium conditions in the DZC can result in similar accuracy
to that of the blackbody calibration target. However, any deviation from this
calibration point will require input from a complex matrix of system
parameters. These include:
o Specimen emissivity
o Temperature of the hot window and the resultant radiated energy
o The relationship between the specimen temperature and the window
temperature
o The relationship between the specimen emissivity and the window
emissivity
o Specimen surface (specular or partially specular)
o Wavelength acceptance (spectral sensitivity functions)
To conclude, it can be stated that a system has been built which could fly
aboard the DPM and is capable of measuring thermal radiance with a fairly high
degree of accuracy. However, the ability to make precise measurements is
greatly inhibited by the configuration of the Dual Zone Chamber. Calibration
is possible which takes all of the error sources into account but this must
be done for a narrowly defined set of conditions. If this device is =o be
used successfully, these conditions must be defined so calibrations can be
performed accordingly. These conditions would then need to be strictly
adhered to in flight. A redesign of the DZC window configuration,
specifically W2, should be considered.
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AGEMA 870 Thermovision Specifications *
Specification
Scanner
Infrared detector
Spectral response
Temperature range
Field frequency
Line ftequency
Lines per frame
Resolution elements/line
Apertures
Infrared filters
Sensitivity NETD
System operating
temperature -
storage -
Dimensions
(without lens)
Weight
(without lens)
870 shortwave
SPRITE, thermoelectrically cooled MCT.
SWB version with broadband coating 2-5
microns.
-20 ° to 500°C (extended to 1500°C with filter)
25Hz
2500Hz
280 (interlace 4:1 )
90(50%SRF)
Three, externally selectable
Two, externally selectable
0.1°C at 300C object temperature
- 15'C to + 50°C
-40°C to +55°C
92 x 150 x 205 mm (W x H x L)
2.5kg
Length of detacl_able cable 1.5 m
Lenses 7°, 12", 20°, 40 ° field of view
Dleplay Unit
Thermal image size
Thermal range
Thermal level
Picture modes
Isotherm function
Power
Dimensions
Weight
50 x 50 mm framed by temperature
measurement scale and range digit display
9 calibrated ranges from 2 to 1000 (IU)
5-turn graduated control
Normal, inverted, black, gray scale, gray step
Width (2 to 30%) and two levels continuously
adjustable within selected thermal range
Power supply/battery charger unit for 100 to
240V, 50/60Hz, 35VA or separate battery for 8 to
15V DC, 20W
W x H x D: 235 x 129 x 322 mm
4.5 kg
* Reprinted from AGEMA Operating Manual
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Research to develop the Division of A_plltude Polarlmetrlc Pyrometer, DAPP, is
described in thls report. The purpose of this instrument is to make optlcal
property and temperature measurements in oontalnerless experiments in space. The
present NASA-sponsored work was carrled out to build, calibrate, and test a
breadboard device which will be delivered to NASA.
The report goes beyond the scope of the DAPP work statement because it includes
some research on polart_etric techniques carried out with support from
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1. PROJECT SUMMARY
The primary objective of this program was to develop an instrument to measure,
instantaneously, the true surface temperature of freely radiating bodies based
on measuring both the spectral emissivity and the apparent temperature
(pyrometry) using polarization techniques. The design, fabrication and
preliminary testin 8 of the breadboard Division of Amplitude Polarimetric
Pyrometer (DAPP) demonstrates the feasibility of this approach. The spectral
emissivity is determined by performing tlme-resolved measurements of all four
Stokes vectors of laser light reflected from the tarKec surface• This determines
the spectral emissivity and optical constants of the tarKet surfaces in real-
time. The instrument has been calibrated and tested at 0.6328 um. The absolute
accuracy of Stokes vector measurement is 0.5 - 1% at 0.6258 um. The absolute
accuracy of spectral emissivity measurements is 0.5%. The DAPP is probably the
first absolute thermodynamic temperature and optical property measuring device
to be made available.
2. RESEARCH 05JECTIVES
a, Demonstrate the feasibility of a polarimetric method to measure
precisely the spectral emissivity and optical properties of specular
and partly specular surfaces. The emissivity measured by the
instrument would be used to make corrections to radlometri¢
measurements (made by a conventional pyrometer) to determine the
true surface temperatures of freely radiating bodies.
bl Design. fabricate, calibrate, and test such an instrument for
materials processing and optical property measurement in
containerless experiments.
Cl Deliver a prototype instrument to NASA for evaluation.
3. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The research completed thus far has addressed the major objectives outlined
above. The demonstration of feasibility of the polarimetric technique together
with a prototype instru=ent development has been accomplished and the results
will be presented in this report. The ultimate objective of our project is to
develop an instrument capable of measuringboth the optical properties and the
spectral emissivities of freely radiating target surfaces together with a measure
of the apparent temperature to obtain the true thermodynamic temperature.
We will present, briefly, the scientific basis for the instrument design and the
implementation of the design in terms of optics and electronics. The results
from calibration, verification and testing procedures are detailed. The
feasibility of such an instrument design for measuring emissivity and optical
properties is demonstrated.
3.1. BACKGEO_D
The measurement of temperature by noncontact radiation thermometry
necessitates knowledge of spectral emissivities. However, the temperature
and wavelength dependence of spectral emissivities is strongly influenced
by the nature of the surface. Factors which affect the spectral emissivity
include the degree of surface roughness, the chemical nature of the
surface and, finally, its intrlnslc'optlcal properties.
The measuremen_ of thermodynamic temperature of radiating surfaces by
noncontact radiation thermometry must incorporate spectral emissivity
data. Any method that does not incorporate an emissivity measurement
together with radiance brightness measurement is prone to large errors.
This is particularly true when the surface emissivity is not known or
changes with time or temperature.
Traditionally, spectral emissivities are measured by comparing the
radiation from a radlating body to that of a blackbody when the two are in
therlual equllibrlum. A common approach in measurin_ emissivitles of
solids is to drill a hole in the sample and compare its emittnnce to that
of the surrounding material, makin_ the assumption that the hole
approximates blackbody conditions. ]Iowever, this technique does not lend
itself to emissivity measurements on liquids which £s required in
high-precislon thermodynamic measurements.
There have been two major approaches to temperature measurement that have
attempted to circumvent the emissivity problem. The first, and perhaps
the most misunderstood one, is mu_tl-wavelength pyrometry (multl-color).
Coates [I], Nordine [2], Nordine and Schiffman [3] and McEtroy and
Fulkerson [4) among others hays examined the problem of multi-color
pyrometry and conclude that emittance corrections cannot be eliminated by
increasing the number of spectral intensity measurements. The second
approach uses reflection measurements of laser light to obtain the
reflectance of diffuse scattering surfaces thereby inferrin S the effective
emissivity. This approach is severely restricted to diffusely reflecting
surfaces.
The new approach developed during this project has been based on earlier
studies usin 8 ellipsometry and polarimetry of the optical properties of
various materials. A detailed account of the emissivity measuring
technique and the results have been published and include optical property
measurements on solid and liquid $i, A1, Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pd, Pt, Zr, Tt,
HI, Nb, Ho, It, Ta, and V. [5-12]
3.2. OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNIQUE
The technique involves the measurement of a change in polarization on
reflection of light reflected from a sample surface. By measuring the
amplitude and phase change of light polarized, both parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, a precise measurement of; 1)
spectral reflectlvtties, 2) spectral emissivities and 3) the optical
constants of the surface such as dielectric constants and refractive
indices are obtained. A simultaneous measurement of the self emission of
the sample then provides the absolute thermodynamic temperatures.
According to WiSh'S approximation to Planck's law, the flux distributions
from a blackbody per unit solid angle can be written as a function of
wavelength and brightness temperature:
• c .exp . (la) ,"Jx 1
where C I and C2 are the first and second Plsnck radiation constant,
respectively and J, is the intensity of radiation from the surface. Eq.
la has been shown to be accurate to it for T<2897.8 umK. For a real body
with emlssivfty,(t,Eq, la can be written as:
3
J - c
x I
(Ib)
A useful form of Wien's approximation is obtained by taking the ratio of
the real-body radiated flux distribution to that of a blackbody. Equating
the radiances of the two bodies, we have:
1 1  lo[E]
T T c
Th B 2
(Ic)
where TB is the measured brightness temperature. Tim the thermodynamic
(blackbody) temperature, and e_ is the normal spectral emissivity of the
real body at the wavelength,_.
We shall briefly present the fundamental expressions that relate the
optical constants of surfaces. Under the assumption that the sample in
question is a specular reflector (most liquid metals and alloys and many
solids are specular reflectors) we can derive the following relationship
relating the reflected intensities with the optical constants of the
surfaces in question. Kircho£f's law can be stated as follows:
E +R = 1
(2)
where (1 is the emissivity and R; is the reflectivicy for a specular
surface. The subscript denotes the wavelength dependance of these
quantities.
From Maxwell's relations, the complex refractive index is defined as:
B,,n- i .k (3a).
where no is the refractive index and k is the extlnction co-efficlent.
Likewise, the complex dielectric constant _ is defined as:
1 2
where (1 and £Z are the real and imaginary parts of the d_electrLc
constant respectively. £1 and £Z are related to the refractive tnd_ces
throu5h the following relations:
2 2
( - n - k (3c)
I
- 2"n'k
2
(3d)
Z£ ¢1 and (2 are experime,tally determined, _en all of the optical
constants o£ the material in question can be obtained, the normal
incidence reflectance is then obtained from:
2 2
In-no] +k
' R - ' (3e)
)' In +no ]'+ kz
where _o is the refractive index of the ambient transparent medium. Using
Eq. 2, _11e smfssivicy can Chen be obtained. Simultaneous deCermLna_ion o_
radiance brightness at the same angle of ueasurement provides _he
thermodTnaeic temperature from Eq. lc.
Trad£_£onally, ellipsomeir£c and polarSJaetric techniques have been
e_loyed for the measurement og the ipcical properties In the visible and
near infrared. In this approach, che ¢hanKas in aunplit_del and phase of
_he t_ao orcho_onally polarized components of liBh_ reflected from _he
target are_aeured. Hoverer, most ellipsomec¢i¢ desiBususe moving parts
and are noC suitable for tJJne-reeolved measurauents or for monitoring
transient events. The present design of DAPP incorporates us moving
parts, l_ Is also a "co_lele polarimecer _, i.e., one _hac measures all
four Stokes parameters wish no siKn ambi_ul_ies.
The experimental approach _s co lll_inate the sample or target surface
with light of knovnpoSarizac£on, and measure the sca_e of polariza_£on o_
the reflected li_h_ (specular). _he lnscrumenc measures _he $_okes
parameters o_ the _a_lec_ed l_ghc. The magnitude and s_gn o_ the Stokes
parameters together w_¢h _he Incldenc polarization are suff_cren_ co
provide _he e_llpsomecr¢c parameters _ , and A , which then give the
opclcal properties o£ _he ma¢erlal in quesclon. _n analysls o_ the $_okes
parameter measurement and _he equations which _overn this are given _n
Sac. 3.3.A.
3.3 OVERALL PROTOTYPE INSTRUMENT DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION
Intersonlcs, Incorporated has developed a breadboard Division of Amplltude
Polarlmetrlc Pyrometer (DAPP) instrument. Detalled design and testing of
this instrument has been performed to demonstrate the proof of concept
and feaslbllity. This device is composed of three distinct modules; i)
the optical system, 2) the electronics, and 3) the computer/controller and
interface. A schematic of the optical system is shown in Fig. i. The
optical system includes the laser, source polarization and collimating
optics. The remaining part of the optical system includes the light
collection and analyzing optics. The electronics consists of analog signal
processing modules that condltlon the signals from the detectors.
Additionally, we have incorporated position sensitive detectors to enable
accurate alignment of the instrument. A computer performs data
acquisition and data reduction in addition to providing the spectral
emissivities and optical properties.
In addition to the optical properties, we must measure the radiant
intensity from the sample in order to be able to compute the true surface
temperature from Planck's law. This is usually accomplished by measuring
the sample self emission over a narrow wavelength band (10 run) using a
radiometer (pyrometer). One of the DAPP designs incorporated the
radiometer in the DAPP instrument itself, as a separate detector, with a
wavelength band centered around the laser wavelength. Other designs
incorporated a separate radiometer (standard pyrometers) at normal
incidence also centered at the laser wavelength. Since the normal
incidence emisslvlcy is measured by the DAPP, direct correction no the
apparent temperature using Planck's law could then be made. If the
radiometer viewed the target at the same angle as the DAPP, an angular
,misslvitywas calculated from the optical constants measured by the DAPP
using standard expressions. We now present a detailed analysis of the
functional components of the instrument tha_ was designed and tested at
Intersonics, Incorporated.
3.3.1 Optical System
The optical system consists of a laser, source polarizers,
collimating optics, lenses, a coated beamsplltter, and analyzing
prisms. The light reflected by the sample is analyzed for its
polarization by a special detector arrangement which results in the
determlnatlon of the Stokes vectors of reflected light. The incident
laser source is modulated with the aid of an optical chopper to
discriminate it from background radiation. Light that is both
reflected and emitted from the sample reaches the polarimeter. The
reflected light is used to determine the optical properties.
The polarlmeter primarily consists of a beamspllttlng, phase
shifting coated dielectric. The beam incident is both reflected and
transmitted by the dlelectrlc material. The two beams are then
analyzed by a total of four detectors, DI-D4, which produce
intensities denoted as il 14. A schematic of the polarlme_ric
assembly Is shown in Fig. 1.
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The two beams which are reflected and transmitted by the
beamsplltter are incident on two identical Clan Thompson beam
splitting polarizers. A total of four beams are produced and the
intensity of these four are measured by four individual detectors.
Each of the detectors is placed in a me=alllc housing and a lens is
placed in front of each detector to focus the incoming light onto
each detector. The analyzer consists of a beam-splittlng Clan
Thompson prism which produces two beams, the o-beam and e-beam. The
e-beam is undeviated and the o-beam is totally internally reflected
at 45 degrees to the e-beam.
Two metal coated 5eamsplitters are also inserted into the optical
path. A fraction of the beams are focussed onto two silicon
quadrant detectors. The path lengths that the two beams travel are
different and the two position signals that are generated form these
two detectors are used to align the instrument. Using this
approach, it is possible to correct for x-y and tllt-rotatlon errors
while analyzing a reflected beam from the sample and during
calibration.
The instrument has two operating modes; Calibration (straight-
through) and Measurement mode. This will be discussed further in
the section on instrument operation.
3.3.2 Electronics
Several electronics modules were developed to support the needs of
the DAPP instrument. These include the signal processing
electronics, the alignment electronics and the data acquisition
interface.
The signal processing electronics module consists of a.c.-coupled
demodulator circuitry that discriminates the modulated laser signal
from the background radiation resulting from sample self-emission or
background radiation. The output from the analog processing
circuitry is supplied to the computer interface. The modulation-
demodulation provides high signal-to-noise, and is not affected by
extraneous or scattered light.
During our initial investigations, it was determined that the
instrument alignment was critical. Displacements of 1 mm produced
errors in the Stokes vector measurements. To maintain and detect
alignment, additional electro-optical techniques were incorporated.
These included two silicon quadrant detectors that received a
fraction of the beam using a pair of partially reflecting metal
coated beamsplltters. The signal processing from these quadrant
detectors included automatic gain control, logarithmic digital
L.E.D. display, and a TTL output for the computer interface. %4hen
the instrument is aligned the quadrant detectors provide a 5V signal
to the computer. When the alignment is not correct, the output from
the detectors goes low. A schematic of the detector electronics
desi&ns is shown in Fig. 2. A Junctional block diagram of the
position detection is shown in Fig. 3.
3.3.3 Computer/Software Interface
The computer and software interface includes a laboratory personal
computer (Compaq 286), a 16 bit data acquisition board (Strawberry
Tree Inc.) and proprietary soft, ears to carry out the numerical
reductions in the computer. The data acquired by the PC includes
four voltages corresponding to the four detector outputs together
with an additional signal corresponding to the radiance detector
(pyrometer). The outputs of the four detectors together with the
calibrated instrument matrix give unambiguously the four Stokes
vectors of light reflected by the target sample. If the source
polarization is known, then the optical properties of the sample,
including the complex dielectric constant, the indices of refraction
and the spectral emissivity and re£1ec_lvity can be t_nediately
computed. The following section is devoted to outlining the
polarimetric system of measurement including the method by which the
Stokes vectors o£ reflected light can be used to measure the
material optical properties.
Additional inputs to the computer system include the _L signals
from the aliment detectors. Data are acquired by the computer
only when both position detectors provide positive $oing _'rL
signals. The data are acquired by the computer, a continuous
printout of the measured optical properties and temperature is
provided and on-screen display of the same results is provided.
In the following subsection, we provide an analysis of polarized
light detection, a definition of the various parameters of interest
and the methods by which a measurement of polarized light states is
su£ficien_ to determine the optical properties o£ a sample surface.
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3.3.4 Polarimotric Data Analysis
The =osc general representation of a polarized state is the Stokes
vectors or the Stokes parameters. They are related _o the azimuth
a and ell_ptlcity X of the polarized component, the degree of
polariza_on p, and the overall _n_ens_cy I by the following:
[13,14]
Sr.okes Vect;ors [So, St, Sz, $3]_:
S " I
0
SI • SO .p.cosC2_.cos(2-_)
S2 " SO .p.cos(2_)-sln(2._)
S3 • S0 -p.stn(2"_)
Potar_e_=ic amd ZllLpsometr_e Parameters:
I'S
0
(4a)
(4b)
(4c)
(4d)
(5_)
p •
So
(Sb)
rs I
• 12_
• 0.5 arctani_----I (5c).
II'2.s"21
(Sd)
The ellipsometric sample parameters of interest are _ and A In
order to determine _ and A of a target surface, it is necessary to
fix the source polarization to some known value. In our studies, we
have used laser sources, polarized linearly at +45 degrees to the
plane of incidence. Under these conditions, the ellipsometric
parameters, _ and _ are given by: [15]
r,,,'iJS3 + S20.5.arctan .SI (6a)
(Gb)
These values are then used to compute the complex dielectric
constant, the indices of refraction and the spectral emissivity from
standard expressions. [5]
The measurement of the Stokes vectors by the instrument can be
understood in terms of Huller-Stokes calculus. Let us consider
light that enters the DAPP (reflected, emitted, or straight through
as in calibration) with Stokes vectors S - [ S o, S 1, S2, S3 ]_, where
t stands for the transpose. The response of the DAPP system to
light is given by four voltages (intensities), Im - [11,1Z,13,14] t .
The intensity column matrix I m, is given by the product of the
Huller matrix H of the DAPP syatem times the input Stokes vector S.
I- M.S (Ta)
where Im is a column vector of intensities, S is a column vector of
the unknown (or incoming) Stokes parameters, and H is a 4x4 matrix
that is a characteristic of the instrument. If the instrument
matrix H is known, then the input or unknown Stokes vector can be
calculated from the inverse relationship:
-i (zb)S" M .I
13
The instrument matrix can be computed r)umerically by multJplyln C the
products of the HuLler matrices of all the elements in the system.
floweret, such a cumbersome process can be circumvented by
illuminating the instrument with known Stokes states and determining
the response. In general, a set of four linearly independent states
such as three linearly polarized states and one circularly polarized
state can be used. However, from the point of view of accuracy,
substantially more complicated calibration procedures have to be
used. A discussion of the calibration procedure is outlined in the
section on calibration.
4, CALIBRATION. T_STING. AND MEASUREMENT USING DAPr
The subsections 4.1 - 4,5 will describe the calibration procedure and results of
tests with the DAPP. These sections deal with the measurement of the Stokes
parameters, the spectral emissivity and optical constants.
4.1 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
As stated in Sec. 3.3.4, the aim of the calibration procedure is the
determination and verification of the Muller matrix of the DAPP
instrument. Two different calibration procedures were outlined by Azzam
[16-18], both of which were implemented in the work on DAPP. Each of the
calibration procedures involves introducing states of known polarization
into the DAPP, and determining the response. These states must however,
be linearly independent, i.e., all of the states cannot lie on the same
latitude on the Yoincare sphere. A practical way to generate four states
is to use a combination of a linear polarizer followed by a quarter wave
retarder (or compensator). Under these conditions, the incldent Stokes
parameters are given by: [16]
i
so i
I I
• -.cos(2.P) + COS(4.C- 2.P)52 2 2" (Sb)
1 1
S3 - _.sin(2.P) + _.sin(4.C- 2.P) (8c)
$4 = sin(2.C - 2.P) (8d)
where P represents the azimuth of the polarizer and C represents the
retarder fast axis orientation.
The DAPP was placed in a Calibration (straight-through) mode by allowing
the laser light to enter directly into the entrance pupil of the device.
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TI_ellgl_t first pa_u:_edthrough a Clan Thomson linear polarizer, followed
by a Mica quarter wave plate. The zero reference of the polarizer was
established outside the frame of reference of the DAPP. The zero of the
retarder was established by crossing two polarizers and inserting the
retarder in between and preserving the extinction. The fast axis was then
identified based on the polarizer zero.
Since we anticipated carrying out hundreds of calibration and verification
tests involving the rotation of the polarizers and retarders, we automated
the rotation of the polarizers and retarders. This was accomplished with
the use of two rotary stepper motor sta&es (Oriel model #13049) together
with a stepper motor controller (Oriel model #20010). These were driven
from the computer program via the asynchronous communication port at 2400
baud. Rotation of the components was required during the calibration
phases and during the verification phases of the testing of the
instrument.
Azzam has discussed both the calibration procedures employed in several
publications [16-18]. The first procedure is referred to as the 4-point
calibration and the second is called the equator-poles calibration method.
The basic approach of both calibration techniques is essentially as
follows: if the polarimeter is illuminated with four linearly independent
states, one obtains a 4x4 matrix (Sm) of Stokes vectors corresponding to
which we have a 4x4 matrix of voltages (Im). The columns of the Stokes
matrix Sm are the Stokes vectors of each state, and the response voltages
are also arranged by columns. The response of the polarimeter to input
Stokes states is given by the equality:
I - M.S (ga)
m m
where Im is the 4x4 response matrix, Sm is the input Stokes matrix, and H
is the instrument Huller matrix which we want to evaluate. Eq. 9a can be
rewritten as:
-I
M- I .5 (gb)
m ill
4.1.1 4-Polnt Calibration Method
This calibration procedure, as the name implies, uses exactly four
linearly independent input states to calibrate the polarimeter. The
mathematical basis for this procedure is exactly represented by Eq.
9b. A set of four carefully chosen states on the Polncare sphere
[161 provide the constituents of Sm, and H is readily evaluated.
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Let the four states be represented by four points on the Po_nca_e
sphere. The best choice of states is the four points on the
vertices of a tetrahedron inscribing the largest volume. This
optimum selection results in choosing the vertices of an equilateral
triangle inscribed in a circle of latitude distance of I/3 below the
plane of the equator of the unit radius of the Poincare sphere.
These three states have an ellipticlty of -9.736 degrees with an
axial ratio of 0.1716 and are 60 degrees apart in azimuth. The last
calibration state is the vertex of the tetrahedron representing the
right circular state. These criteria result in the following
azimuth pairs for (P,C) - (0,45), (I0,0), (-50, -60), and (70,60).
During the development of this instrument, we performed several
hundred calibration and verification experiments. The verification
procedure was based on using the same optical train of the polarizer
and retarder and determining the accuracy and precision of the DAPP
to correctly predict the Stokes parameters, i.e., one could test if
the instrument could accurately measure known Stokes states (states
other than those used for calibratlon). In practlce, this could be
accomplished in several ways. By rotating the quarter wave
retarder, and fixing the polarizer at zero, a continuum of linear,
circular and elliptical states could be obtained. Presented below
is an example of our calibration procedure. For laser light at
0.6328 um, we present some results below.
For the states listed above, Sm is:
s- o -o.,,4o.81,, 
-o34z-o 4z . 3z4j
In one of our tests using the four point approach, we obtained the
intensity matrix I m as:
r0.4145 0.02]3 0.4377 0.3499]
10.2411 0.1054 0.4582 0.5000l
I = 10.1750 0.3271 0.2574 0.0355| (9d)
m Lo.2101 o.3112 0.2150 0.2ZOOj
The instrument Huller Hatrix was: ,
F0.3053 -0.2524 -0.0570 O.]Og]l
(0.3505 -0.3005 0.0871 -O.]Og41
M = !0.1975 0.1281 -0.1362 -0.0270| (ge)
4P L0.1939 0.1329 0.1256 0.0222j
t6
To establish that the instrument can now measure the Stokes
parameters correctly, we carried out a verification procedure in
which we provided a continuum of known Stokes states. These states
included linear, circular and elliptical states, slm_lar to those
encountered in the case of s sample reflection. In the verification
procedure, we fixed the Clan Thomson polarizer at zero and rotated
the retarder through 360 degrees. The plots in Figs. 4 - 6 show the
predicted behavior indicated by solid lines for the normalized
Stokes parameters $I, S_0 and S3, while the measurements (in 10
degree intervals) by DAPP are shown by the squares(0).
If the polarizing optics were perfect, then one could plot the error
between the measurements end predictions in all three Stokes
parameters (Figs. 7 - 9). Here, we have connected all the discrete
points to produce a continuous line. As seen in these plots, the
absolute error in any Stokes parameter does not exceed 0.04. The
average error summed over all possible states is 0.015.
In spite of the greatest care in the calibration and verification
procedure, we could not reduce the "error" as defined by the
difference between the predicted and measured points in the
verification procedure. Initially we attributed thls to systematic
instrument error but finally determined that it was due to
imperfection in the polarizing components of the calibration
equipment and not of the instrument. This will be discussed further
In this report.
Azzam has discussed imperfections in polarizing elements and
suggested the use of the Equator-Poles calibration cechnlque as a
means of calibrating a polarlmeter. [18,19] We discuss this
approach and results from its implementation in our laboratory in
the next section.
4.1.2 Equator-Poles CalibrationMethod
The procedure that we will outline in this section has been reported
by Azzam. [18] The basic goal of this calibration procedure is to
accurately determine the instrument Muller matrfx using an imperfect
polarization state generator (PSG). The PSG consists of a linear
polarizer and a quarter wave retarder (QUR).
The major imperfections of a PSG are in the retarder. These
imperfections have been described well in the literature. [20}
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llence, the determination of M should minimize the use of the QWR as
much as possible. If the column vectors of M are written as [M0
H I Hz H3] t, a linear polarizer can be used to determine the first
three elements of M.
M= (M M M M ) (,Oa)
0 1 2 3
The Stokes vectors of incident linearly polarized light of azimuth
P are given by:
S(P) • ( I cos(2.P) sin(Z.P) 0 )t (lOb)
The use of Eq. lOa and Eq. lOb gives the response equation:
I{P) • M + M .cos(2.P)+ M .sin(Z.P) (lOc)
0 i 2
If the output of DAFP is measured as a function of P (0-180), and
the response is fitted to the Fourier series (Eq. 10c), the three
Fourier components immediately give the three elements of M.
Figures 10-13 give the response of the DAPP to linear polarization.
The normalized voltage outputs as a function of polarizer azimuth
are plotted in these figures. The continuous curves represent the
least squares fit to the data while the solid points are the
measured points (in I0 degree intervals).
The measurement of the last element of H requires the generation of
the circular polarized state with the use of the retarder. The
fourth element is determined by taking the average o'f the difference
in response of the left and right circular states.
s(cP)• ( I 0 o .+I )t (n)
where + and - apply to right and left circular states respectively.
The equation that determines M3 is:
l
"-U ']M3 2 RCP LCP
However, it is practically impossible to generate left and right
circular states exactly. Therefore, following Azzam's
recommendations, we assume that each left or right state is an
elliptical near circular state (ENCS). Rotation of an ENCS around
360 azimuth in 10 degree intervals then yields a more accurate
average for the two circular states. The use of Equation 12 then
produces the last column of the Muller matrix of the instrument.
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_e now compare the instrument matrix obtained using this approach
w_th that in the previous section. The matrix H, was:
r0.2858 -0.2438 -0.0670 0.10ll!
[0.3183 -0.2114 0.0813 -0.10zg(
H = 10.1772 0.1154 -0.1211 -0.0232l (13)
E-P L0.1/3B 0.1216 0.1215 0.0207J
This matrix is similar to the matrix obtained by the 4-polnt
technique but differs in some of its elements. The verification
procedure outlined in the previous section was utilized to measure
known Stokes states. The predicted and measured normalized Stokes
parameters S1, Szand S_, as a function of the retarder fast axis are
shown in Figs. 14-- 16. The deviation from the predicted Stokes
parameters are shown in Figs. 17 - 19. The systematic errors that
existed using the previous calibration approach are somewhat
reduced. Azzam [18] has stated that any residual differences
between prediction and measurement are imoerfectlons in the
components and not errors in the system. We have achieved excellent
calibration and have done so with an imperfect'PSC. Our experiments
prove, as does Azzam [18], that the equator-poles calibration
procedure does produce superior results. Our estimates in the error
analysis section is based on the use of the equator poles technique,
and not the 4-point technique.
It may be added that the use of this calibration procedure enables
one to produce a nearly perfect polarization state detector (PSD)
using an imperfect polarization state generator (PSG).
4.2 TESTING AT ROOM TEMPEPJ_TURE
To demonstrate that the instrument does measure the spectral emissivity
accurately (and consequently the true surface temperature), we carried out
several measurements on bare, polished silicon wafers. The testing of
DAPP on materials of known properties has been carried out at room
temperature. Test results an clean polished silicon, whose properties are
extremely well documented in the literature, are reported here. At 0.6328
um, the reported values for silicon are n - 3.840 and k - 0.028. [21]
In these experiments, we first cleaned the surfaces thoroughly with
acetone to remove any surface contaminants. Aspnes [22] and Vedam [23]
have discussed contamination by oxide films and its effect on the complex
dielectric function of silicon. In order to remove films from the
surface, we used a solution of 5% hydrofluoric acid in water. Measurement
of the Stokes parameters and the complex index of refraction were carried
out immedlately followlng the removal of the surface oxide. The angle of
incidence used was 70 degrees, and an average of 500 measurements were
taken by the computer.
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Measurements on Silicon:
Wavelength - 0.6328 um
Angle of incidence - 70 degrees
n measured - 3.826 _ 0.002
k measured - 0.047 ± 0.002
e measured - 0.657 _ 0,001
R measured - 0.343 ± 0.001
n literature - 3.840
k literature - 0.028
e literature - 0.656
R literature - 0.344
The slight discrepancies in the measured and reported values of the
indices of refraction may be due to imperfections on the sample surface,
the presence of contaminants and most importantly, the method of sample
preparation. Vedam [25] has discussed the scatter in measurements of the
optical properties of silicon prepared under different conditions.
The sample was allowed to sit for 1 hour, and measurements were repeated.
The new values of n and k were used to compute the thickness of an oxide
film which easily forms on silicon. A thickness of 45 Angstroms was
calculated which is in agreement with the observation that oxide films on
silicon saturate at about 50 Angstroms on exposure to air. Cleaning the
surface again produced the results reported above to within 0.002 for both
n and k.
4.3 ACCURACY
We will now discuss the accuracy of the measurement, which is influenced
primarily by the systematic errors. The accuracy can be estimated in
several ways. The most rigorous way is to generate an error Muller matrix
and determine its effect on the measured Stokes parameters.
Alternatively, one can assume that the polarization state generator (PSG)
is perfect and determine the deviations from the predicted states as a
measure of the absolute accuracy. This procedure will produce a more
conservative estimate of the absolute systematic error.
Based on the difference between measured and predicted curves, the
following give the absolute accuracy of the DAPP for measuring the
polar£zation state and hence the optical properties and spectral
emlsslviCies. Table 1 summarizes the results of the DAPP as a
polarization state detector at 0.623um. In thls table, we list quantities
that are pertinent to the measurement of the state of polarization of
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light reflected from a sample surface. The polarization state errors are
based on deviations from predictions while the ellipsometric parameters
are based on measurements on silicon and are presented in Table 2.
The absolute accuracy in the optical constants, n and k, is 0.02 based on
our experiments with silicon. However, for silicon, k is very small, and
affected easily by surface preparation method or contamination. In
retrospect, silicon is not really a perfect standard. The true measure of
the accuracy of this instrument will be to establish the accuracy of
temperature measurement when this Lnstrument is used in conjunction with
a standard radiometer to measure the true surface temperature and compare
this result with that obtained from a thermocouple located on the sample.
This will demonstrate that the surface emissivity is measured correctly,
which is the ultlmate objective of this project. However, most metals and
alloys have larae values of n and k ( n > 2, k > 2). In this case, the
accuracy in the measurement of optical constants is better than 1%.
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TABLE 1
Polarization State Accuracy at 633 nm
i
Quantity IERROR (Absolute units) I
S1 0.009
Sz O.OlO
S3 0.008
Amplitude,_ 0.05"
Phase,A 0.05"
Azlmu_h,= 0.05""
Ellipticity, X 0.05 °
Axial Ra_Io 0.05"
Degree of Polarization,P
: Degree of Linear Pol. 0.008
Degree of Circular Pol. 0.004
0.005
TABLE 2
Accuracy in Optical Properties a_ 633 nm
(Based on measurements on silloon)
quanci_/
Refractive Indices
n
k
Spectral emissivity
e
I Absolu=e error (t)
i • i
0.5-I (n> 2.0)
0.5-i (k>2.0)
0.5
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&.4 PRECISION AND REPEATABILITY
The precision of any measurement is limited by the noise in the
measurement. The repeatability of the DAPP to measure the same state of
polarization was tested by making measurements every 5 minutes for a 2&
hour period. Statistical analysis of the results produced the histograms
shown in Figs. 20-22. In each figure, the deviations of the measured
Stokes parameters with that predicted from the PSG is plotted. If each
histogram is approximated by a Gausslan, standard deviations of 0.17%,
0.12% and 0.10% were obtained for $I, S2 and S3 respectively. This
precision is quite satisfactory and can be improved further with low noise
electronics.
5. TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY CONCLUSION S
We present below, scientific and technical conclusions that derive from our
experience in the design, fabrication and preliminary testing of a prototype DAPP
device to demonstrate the feasibility of this technique for emissivity
measurements of solid and liquid surfaces.
1) The DAPP can measure all four Stokes parameters of arbitrarily polarized
light instantaneously, and permit fast, tlme-resolved polarimetry, ellipsometry
and spectral emissivity measurements, ultimately leading up to fast temperature
measurement.
2) The accuracy of Stokes parameter measurement is 0.5 - 1% at the laser
wavelength of 0.6328 um. The errors are attributed to imperfections present in
the retarding elements, and not the instrument design.
3) The accuracy can be improved with use of a better polarization state
generator. Alignment at longer wavelengths would be more critical than at
shorter wavelengths where the angular acceptance of the polarizing elements are
greater.
4) The spectral emissivity can be measured to within 0.5% or better, and the
indices of refraction are accurate ao within I%. These are worst case estimates
and the values are based on measurements on silicon at room temperature.
5) The hlghaccuracy in spectral emissivity measurements will enable the true
surface temperature to be determined to within 0.5% when the instrument is used
concurrently with a radiometric measurement such as a standard commercial
pyrometer.
6) Safe, non-vlsual and accurate alignment of the instrument was achieved with
the use of two quadrant detectors. This provided a very high degree of
reproducibility in alignment and positioning of the instrument for laboratory
use.
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7) The DAPP has been calibrated by two independent methods, both of which
produced nearly identical results. The 4-point method uses the bare minimum of
optimized polarization states on the Polncare sphere. It is slightly less
accurate compared Co the equator-pole method.
8) Short and long-term drift tests suggest that the resolution of the
instrument is better than 0.2% in any Stokes parameter. This is partly attributed
to incorporation of light-modulation techniques into the design of DAPP.
9) The response time of the instrument, in determining the Stokes parameters
is limited only by the electronics and the tlme required for matrix inversion and
numerical reduction. Initial tests suggest that the intensity measurements could
be made in a tlme as small as 0.I us.
I0) The simplicity of the design and electronlcs, and the ease of data
reduction make it an ideal instrument for use in laboratories and in process
control applications for the measurement of temperature.
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Preface
This work was carried out under NASA Contract NAS8-37592 through
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL. It was
conducted by a team of engineers and research scientists who have
experience with the design and construction of flight hardware and
ground-based scientific research in _he areas of containerless
processing and materials science.
The report contains recommendations for environmental cleaning and
monitoring in electromagnetic levitation systems. Areas requiring
further studies or equipment development are identified and a
design layout for a gas handling system is suggested.
Questions regarding the content of this report should be addressed
to Richard Weber (708) 272-1772.
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1. Executive Summary
The requirements for environmental purity for containerless
processing of metals have been evaluated. Recommendations for the
design parameters for practical systems to meet a variety of
processing requirements are presented.
The formation of oxide and nitride impurities has been identified
as a major source of contamination in the processing of several
metals and alloys of potential interest. These may be removed by
evaporation or decomposition at high temperatures if residual gas
impurity levels are small. The presence of particles in the
processing environment may interfere with experiments which require
undercooling of liquid metals and alloys.
A number of approaches to the prevention of contamination are
described and discussed. These include operation in vacuum, inert
gas, chemically active gases and chemically purified gases.
Electromagnetic levitation is frequently carried out in high vacuum
processing chambers. The use of high vacuum limits the types of
experimentation and processing which can be carried out.
Experiments have demonstrated that processing in a gas atmosphere
has several advantages over the use of high vacuum, particularly
when specimen cleanliness is of importance.
When the highest purity is required, the use of recirculated inert
gas, purified by passing it through getter and particle filtering
systems is recommended. Recirculation provides the potential for
achieving the highest purity by reacting gaseous impurities with
vapor emanating from the material being processed. Condensed
phases can subsequently be removed by filtration. The gas stream
can be used to entrain and remove material from the region around
the specimen and allows control of temperature.
The best technique for reducing contamination depends on the
material being processed and can be specified only when the
experimental requirements are known. In many cases, operation in
a reasonably pure gas has technical and scientific advantages over
working at very low pressure where chamber outgassing is a problem.
There is still work required to adapt or specify equipment and the
following areas have been identified as needing further research;
gas handling systems, gas analysis systems, particle removal
systems, techniques to prevent coating of windows and gas quality
specification for specific metal or alloy systems.
2. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to evaluate techniques which may
control and minimize the level of contamination in an
electromagnetic levitator. The techniques considered fall into two
categories: control of gaseous impurities and control of
PRE-_EDIhiG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
particulate impurities.
included in Appendix I.
A section on gas quality analysis is
Containerless processing is carried out for at least two principal
reasons. The first is to eliminate contamination of materials by
dissolution and reaction with crucibles at high temperatures. The
second reason is that, in the case of liquids, elimination of
contact with a solid prevents heterogeneous nucleation of solid
phases. This enables liquids to be undercooled and allows non-
equilibrium states to be accessed. Containerless processing can
also be used to clean materials o_ _mpurities by evaporation orgasification at high temperatures ,2
Electromagnetic levitation and heating is one method for
containerless processing of solid and liquid conductors. The
technique can be used in vacuum or in gaseous atmospheres. Other
containerless processing techniques may require the presence of a
gas atmosphere to operate.
3. The Scope of The Problem
The ambient environment can be characterized in terms of materials
it contains and the way in which these interact with the material
being processed. The environment can be considered to have gaseous
and solid aspects as follows:
Gaseous:
o Inert
o Oxidizing
o Reducing
o Reactive
o Vacuum
Solid Aspects:
o Containment vessel boundaries
o Particles of the material being processed
o Particles of impurities
o Subcritical nuclei
For many applications, especially those involving space flight, a
number of engineering constraints also apply. These constraints
typically are:
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o Power Requirements
o Weight Limitations
o Size Limitations
o Cooling Requirements
o Safety Requirements
o Maintainability
3.1 Gaseous Impurities
Processing in gas atmospheres may be desirable because it can
decrease evaporation rates of volatile materials and it affords a
convenient method of temperature control. In general the gas is
passive and is not intended to react with the material being
processed. Impurities which can react with the specimen may result
in formation of impurity phases such as oxides or nitrides.
Reactive impurities may include any or all of the following:
Oxygen, Nitrogen, Water, Carbon Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide,
Hydrocarbons and Hydrogen. Carbon oxides, water, hydrogen and
oxygen can exist together as redox mixtures in equilibrium
concentrations determined by the ambient pressure and
temperature.
Figure 1 (3) is a phase stability diagram for formation of oxides
from metals and oxygen or oxygen-bearing gases. This diagram
suggests several methods which might be used to prevent formation
of oxides:
o Addition of a gas such as hydrogen, has a greater
affinity for oxygen than the material being processed,
o Remove oxygen by reaction with a "getter" or material
with greater oxygen affinity than the specimen.
o Operate in a vacuum with a pressure less than the
decomposition pressure of the oxides of the materials
being studied.
Next to oxygen, a similar situation exists for the elimination of
nitrides and in some cases carbides. In general, when the oxide
impurity formation is prevented, the next most stable impurity
phase will form, this is frequently a nitride.
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3.1.1 Approaches to Gas Purification
High purity inert gases typically contain 1 part in 106 (i ppm) of
impurities. A well designed gas handling system which has been
purged and cleaned can maintain this purity from a storage cylinder
to the processing chamber.
However, the gas can be further purified by a number of techniques.
Several techniques have been developed for applications in the
semiconductor processing industry and the technologies are mature
and well understood. _
The following section describes approaches which can be used to
decrease the effects of impurities on an experiment.
3.1.1.1 Operation in High Vacuum
When this is possible, operation in a high or ultra high vacuum
(pressure = ca. i0" Torr) decreases the amount of gas which can
come into contact with a specimen. As discussed in section 3.2,
this pressure is still sufficient to allow formation of a number of
metal oxides and nitrides. Since, in the absence of a processing
atmosphere, impurity transport cannot be controlled or monitored,
the use of vacuum is limited in controlling impurities outgassing
from the chamber walls or small particles within the system.
3.1.1.2 Getter Techniques
Getters react irreversibly with impurities to form a stable, bound
product. Getters are made from alloys based on reactive metals
such as titanium and zirconium. These alloys are available in the
form of pellets or compacts which purify a gas stream which passes
through them. They can remove a wide variety of reactive gases and
lend themselves well to purification of gas for use in metals
processing applications.
Many getters require heating in order to operate efficiently. The
reliability of getter-based systems has been demonstrated in the
semiconductor industry. Information on a system manufactured by
SAES is provided in Appendix II.
Getter systems have the advantage that they are solid-state and
robust. The power requirements are modest, typically under i00 W
and well insulated canisters can further reduce this power. A
disadvantage of getter systems is that they require flow though a
porous medium and this may result in the need for a pumping system.
Spall or dust from the getter substrate also needs to be removed,
adding a particulate filtering requirement to the system.
3.1.1.3 Chemisorption
This technology is similar to gettering. The principal difference
7
is that impurities react with organometallic agents impregnated
into a substrate material rather than with metals. Chemisorption
can be used to remove a wide range of impurities, including those
found in high quality inert gases. Systems are available which can
operate at various temperatures from ambient to several hundred
degrees. Information on a system manufactured by Semi-Gas is
provided in Appendix III.
The principal advantage of chemisorption systems over getter
systems is that they can be designed to operate at ambient
temperature and therefore do not consume as much power. Their
application however, is limited since they do not remove nitrogen.
3.1.1.4 Catalytic Adsorption
This technique is useful for removing redox gases. Oxidizing and
reducing gases are reacted together to produce water or carbon
dioxide which are easily removed by molecular sieves. Catalytic
adsorption can remove hydrocarbon impurities by oxidizing them,
provided there is sufficient oxygen in the atmosphere. The
products formed by oxidation must be removed by a second stage of
purification. A number of systems can be used for this.
Catalytic purification is limited by two factors. First, the
residual oxygen pressure is determined by the redox reaction. This
may result in an unacceptably high residual oxygen pressure.
Second, gases which do not participate in the redox reaction are
not removed and a supplementary system is required to remove these
products formed.
3.1.1.5 Cryogenic Purification
Gas to be purified is passed over a series of cooled surfaces,
usually tubes. Impure species whose partial pressures in the
ambient gas exceed their vapor pressures at the cryogenic
temperature will condense on the cooled surface. Obviously, this
can be used to remove only those impurities which are much less
volatile than the gas to be purified.
Cryogenic purification is a reliable technique. It requires that
the cryogenic cell is maintained at its operating temperature at
all times. Heating of the cell results in release of the condensed
gases and immediate contamination of the gas stream. The cryogenic
technique consumes relatively large amounts of power because a
refrigerator is used for cooling the cryogenic cell.
3.1.1.6 Molecular Sieves
These selectively remove molecules which are larger than a critical
size from a gas steam which passes through them. Molecular sieves
are well suited to removal of large molecules, such as carbon
dioxide, water vapor and hydrocarbons. They are ideally suited to
removing oil vapor released by an oil-sealed pump. They are not
well suited to separating smaller sized molecules such as nitrogen,
oxygen and argon.
3.1.1.7 Palladium Filters
These rely on the fact that palladium is permeable to hydrogen.
Hydrogen can be separated from other gases by filtering through a
palladium membrane under pressure.
3.2 Summary
Table 1 summarizes the
described.
features of the purification systems
TABLE 1
TECHNIQUE
HIGH VACUUM
GETTERS
CHEMISORPTION
CATALYTIC
PURIFICATION
EFFICIENCY
FAIR - GOOD
BETTER THAN
IPPB
IPPB
FAIR FOR
REDOX
ONLY
POWER
REQUIRED TO
OPERATE
HIGH (PUMPS)
30-100 W
TYPICAL
ONLY IF
HEATING
REQUIRED
MODERATE
(HEATING)
COMMENTS
RAPID TRANSPORT
OF CONTAMINANTS
COMPACT,LOW-
POWER REQ.,
RELIABLE
COMPACT, RELIABLE
DOES NOT REMOVE
N 2
ONLY STRIP REDOX
GASES, NEED
ADDITIONAL
SYSTEM
, , , , , ,
CRYOGENIC IPPB LARGE FAIL IF COOLING
REFRIGERATION NOT MAINTAINED
,,,
PPMMOLECULAR
SIEVES
PALLADIUM GOOD FOR
HYDROGEN
3.3 Particulate Impurities
YES
(PUMPS)
YES
(PUMPS)
DO NOT STRIP ALL
CONTAMINANTS
ONLY SUITABLE
FOR H?
Particulate impurities can arise from a variety of sources which
include contamination from gas handling equipment, pumps, the
processing chamber, and condensed material from heated specimens.
The latter may result from ablation of surface coatings or from
condensation of vapors. The number of particles in an atmosphere
can be defined in a number of ways, the specifications pertaining
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to particulate matter suspended in a gaseous media are ASTM F 25,
and MIL-STD-1246B.
3.3.1 Filtration Systems
Particles can be removed by filtering the gas stream. The
technology for this is advanced and filter membranes may be made of
ceramics or polymers. Filters can provide up to 99.9999999%
removal of particles in the size range down to i0 nm.
If large particle loads need to be removed, filters can be arranged
in series to remove smaller and smaller particles until the
required purity is reached. The pressure drop across a filter
membrane depends on is its active surface area and the flow rate.
Pumping is required to generate flow and this will require energy
to operate the pump and flow control system.
The placement of the filter is an important consideration because
outgassing of a filter may provide a source of gasseous impurities
into the gas stream. Conversely, the gas purification system may
provide a source of particlulate contamination. A multi-stage
filtering system could be designed to control both of these
situations simultaneously.
Information on commercially available gas filtration systems are
given in Appendix IV.
3.3.2 Window Coating
The coating of optical windows by condensed vapor emanating from
hot specimens results in errors in radiation pyrometry. This
coating interferes with visual or photographic observations and
with all measurements by optical techniques. One approach in
eliminating these problems is to protect critical windows with a
gas purge. Alternatively, a laminar gas flow can be used to
entrain particles and remove them from the processing chamber. If
operation in high vacuum is required, transport of vapor to windows
will be a significant effect. Techniques to prevent this require
further development.
3.4 Power and Cooling Requirements
These will of course depend on the scale of the process and the
system which is selected. In general, gas purification systems
capable of handling flow rates, of a few liters per minute have
modest power requirements. For example, getter systems require on
the order of 30-100 W to operate them. This energy is converted to
heat and this is dissipated into the gas stream and into the
surroundings.
Vacuum pumps may be the largest power consuming component. The
power required by recirculating pumps will vary with the amount of
i0
gas being pumped. Other power consuming components will be
electrically operated valves and flow control systems.
3.5 Safety Requirements
The systems evaluated do not require the use of toxic materials.
Some getter systems contain small quantities of reactive metals and
these can be activated by heating them to several hundred degrees.
Pumps, valves, storage tanks and other gas handling equipment would
be selected to meet the appropriate specifications pertaining to
their operation and testing.
Reducing and oxidizing gases may form explosive mixtures when they
are combined. Carbon monoxide which is toxic may be present in
some redox mixtures.
4. Discussion
The ultimate purity of a system will be determined by its
construction. In systems which have a sufficient concentration of
gaseous impurities to stabilize impurity phases, the degree of
specimen contamination will depend on the kinetics of impurity
formation.
The interaction of the gas handling, cleaning and particle removal
systems will play a key role in determining how well the gas
quality can be maintained. Outgassing and dusting of components in
the gas handling and purification train will contribute to the
total impurity level in a system. Careful placement and
specification of each component can reduce the contamination levels
to a minimum.
4.1 Operation in Ultra High Purity Atmospheres
These atmospheres are obtainable from good quality, correctly
handled and purified gases. The reactive impurity concentration
will be of the order of 1 part in 10" (ippb).
As shown in Figure i, the decomposition pressure of many metallic
oxides is less than 10-9 atm. This means that the oxide is stable
if the oxygen content of the gas is equal to or greater tha_. this
value. However, as suggested by ,_wer and Rosenblatt _'j and
demonstrated in work at Intersonics'' ", many metals, including
some of the more reactive ones such as titanium and aluminum, can
be cleaned of oxide by evaporation of suboxides. The reaction used
to remove oxide is of the type MOx(S)+M(s) = M2Ox(g)
The criterion for cleaning by this method is that the vapor
pressure of the volatile suboxide i_ sufficient to remove it at a
useful rate. A pressure of I0- atmospheres corresponds to
evaporation of about one monolayer per second.
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Processing in gas atmospheres has several advantages over the use
of vacuum processing. The gas atmosphere forms a boundary layer at
the specimen surface. This may control the evaporation rate from
the specimen and can be particularly important in the processing of
alloys which preferentially lose one component by evaporation.
A further effect which may occur is that metal vapor is contained
(rather than deposited on the processing chamber walls and windows)
in the gas and produces an inert atmosphere around a specimen by
gettering of the gas adjacent to it. This offers a means of
purifying gas of all reactive species for a given material. If the
gas is then cleaned of condensate, it can be recirculated.
Gas flow may control and stabilize the temperature of a specimen.
Mixtures of helium and argon can provide a range of temperatures
which may not be accessible by control of electromagnetic power
alone. In microgravity, where the positioning forces are small,
gas may also provide a means to damp specimen motion.
4.2 Operation in High Vacuum
Some of the advantages of gas-based processing are lost when
processing is carried out in a vacuum. For example, gas quenching
is no longer possible and temperature control capabilities are
diminished.
Operation in high vacuum has the disadvantages that, by increasing
the mean free path of the gas molecules, it has the effect of
making the specimen seem closer to the chamber walls. This results
in an increased flux of material from the specimen to the windows.
Also, rapid transport of outgassed species from the chamber walls
to the specimen and increased rates of specimen evaporation and
composition change due to incongruent evaporation.
4.3 Operation in a Reduaing Gas
Figure 1 shows that a number of metal oxides will be reduced in an
atmosphere of hydrogen or carbon monoxide. This approach would
therefore prevent oxide formation of these materials.
Processing in reducing atmospheres has similar advantages and
disadvantages to processing in inert gases. However, chemical
reactions between the process gas and the specimen become possible.
Hydride or carbide formation may be favored in some circumstances.
A further factor to consider when using reducing gases is that they
may form explosive mixtures with air or oxygen. However, H 2 can be
diluted with an inert gas to a consentration which will always be
too low to be such a hazard.
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4.4 Particulate Contaminants
Particulate contaminants can result in chemical contamination of a
sample by adhering to and possibly by dissolving in it. For
example if i0- particles, average diameter 0.i um, of similar
molecular weight to the specimen material, adhered to a 0.5 cm
diameter specimen, this would comprlse about i x 10 .8 impurity
fraction. Many materials are mutually soluble to concentrations of
more than 1 part in 108 and the particles would dissolve into
liquid specimen.
Particulate contaminants can act as heterogeneous nucleation sites.
In this capacity they will decrease the level of undercooling or
supersaturation which can be achieved before nucleation occurs.
The problem of particulate nucleation has only been addressed
qualitatively in the context of containerless processing. The
following comments can be made:
o Laboratory experience shows that a number of molten
materials can be undercooled by as much as 20% of their
absolute melting point in containerless experiments. In
many of these experiments, no syst_ of particle control
was used in the processing chamber'-" so it is reasonable
to assume that particles were present in the region
around the undercooled liquid.
o Critical nuclei are those of sufficient size to be
thermodynamically stable. For metals they may be i00-
i000 atoms in size. Once critical nuclei form,
nucleation proceeds.
The critical size of an impurity nucleus depends on the
way in which it interacts with the liquid. If the liquid
wets the particle, it may be a potent nucleating agent.
Non-wetting systems do not favor nucleation.
o Particles can dissolve in a liquid at high temperature.
This situation will not result in nucleation but in a
small composition change in the material.
o The laboratory observations that metals may be
undercooled in experiments in gas-filled chambers where
particles have formed by evaporation of the samplezmay be
explained by thermophoresis transport effects. The
thermophoretic force acting on particles makes them
deviate from the flow streamlines in the non-isothermal
conditions which would exist in a cold-wall chamber.
Thermophoresis will transport particles away from hot
regions into cooler ones, keeping the specimen relatively
free of heterogeneous nuclei in a cold-wall chamber.
This effect may be supplemented by a gas flow to entrain
particles and remove them from the chamber. The gas
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could then be filtered to remove particles before
returning it to the chamber.
4.5 Summary
An enviromental contamination control system can only be selected
by considering the specific processing application requirements.
No system is capable of providing gas of sufficient purity to
prevent contamination of some metallic specimens. Evaporation can
be used to remove contaminants and gas can be used to entrain the
condensate which forms.
Reaction of gaseous impurities with a specimen removes them from
the gas and places them on the surface of the specimen. Surface
impurities can subsequently be removed from the specimen by
evaporation and decomposition. Alternately the specimen could be
replaced with another one and the "getter specimen" discarded.
Outgassing and evaporation from specimens provide sources of
contamination which are independent of the purity of the processing
environment. The use of a recirculating system with serial gas
purification and particle removal offers the advantage that the gas
can be purified to a level where reaction with the specimen does
not occur.
The importance of particles in the region around a specimen needs
to be addressed in the context of a specific system. Several
systems, such as the equiatomic TiAI alloys'-', can be undercooled
without the need for particle removal from the processing chamber.
Other systems, such as nickel, cannot be undercooled and this is
attributed to nucleation by impurity (oxide) particles (W.
The effects of small (submicron) particles in the region
surrounding a liquid specimen depends on the system involved. This
requires that an analysis is carried out for each system and the
need for further research is suggested.
Finally, thermophoresis effects and gas flows may be used to remove
particles from the vicinity of the specimen in gas-filled
processing chambers.
5. Recommendations
Recommendations must be prefaced by stating the situations in which
they apply. The best system for processing a given material will
depend on the materials properties and the experimental constraints
which apply. There are cases where a "perfect" system can be
defined but probably not constructed. In many cases, mutually
excluding effects make compromises necessary in order to engineer
a practical system. A number of generalized systems have been
specified and these are used as the basis for defining the
requirements for processing systems.
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The following generalized systems will be used as examples•
l. Processing a reactive material without the presence of
particles, eg. Ni.
2. Processing a reactive material, eg. TiAI.
• Processing an unreactive material without the presence of
particles, eg. Pt-Rh alloys.
4. Processing an unreactive material, eg. gold.
The first situation is the most complex case considered. The gas
must be purified and stripped of particle contaminants. All of the
systems have the requirement that the processing chamber windows
are kept free of condensed material. Recommendations are made on
the basis of these considerations.
5.1 Case 1
It is recommended that processing is carried out in a gas. This
will reduce or prevent deposition of condensate on the processing
chamber windows• The gas can be used to remove particles formed,
for example, by condensation of vapor and remove them from the
region around the specimen. In microgravity, a further advantage
of processing in a gas atmosphere is that the gas may be used to
damp specimen motion•
In the case of reactive materials, gaseous impurity concentrations
may be sufficient to produce some reaction with the specimen. This
situation exists in all processing systems, vacuum and cleaned gas.
The "self gettering" by reaction of trace impurities can provide an
atmosphere which is free from any reactive impurities. This can be
achieved in two ways: First, condensed phases formed by reaction
between gas and the specimen surface can be evaporated or
decomposed at high specimen temperatures and the products removed
by entraining them in a gas stream. Second, metal vapor emanating
from a hot specimen will react rapidly with gaseous impurities and
the reaction products can be removed from the gas stream.
Gas recirculation has been suggested (I°) for systems requiring high
purity. Recirculation is recommended for this application because
the gas is then in a closed system and once it is purified it will
no longer react with the specimen• Particles entrained by flowing
gas past a specimen can be removed from the gas by filtering it
before it is passed back into the chamber.
A schematic layout of the recommended system is shown in Figure 2.
The processing chamber would be constructed from high quality
materials such as polished stainless steel or aluminum. The latter
is prefer_2_ecause it is light and of comparable quality in other
respects. "
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3.6
To achieve the highest purity, the system would be evacuated and
baked out, then backfilled with ultra high purity inert gas at
moderate pressure (0.I atm.). The gas is further purified and
cleaned by a getter system and a particle filter placed in series
with the processing chamber. Gas entering the chamber will have_a
, , 9
concentration of chemical contamlnants of about 1 part in i0 ,
still sufficient to react with some materials. When a specimen is
heated in the processing chamber, the impurity concentration in the
gas will decrease until it reaches a level below which reactions
cannot occur.
5.2 Case 2
A purity requirement similar to that in case 1 exists. For this
reason, it is desirable to use a closed system. If particle
removal is not required, a recirculating system is not essential.
A system similar to the one shown in Figure 1 could be used to good
effect. The system could be simplified by eliminating the
recirculation and filtering components.
5.3 Case 3
The less stringent requirements on gas purity would enable
operation in a gas at moderate pressure. There would be no need to
further purify the gas. Situations may exist in which the impurity
content of the gas is less than that of the specimen, the specimen
may then provide a source of contamination of the gas. A
recirculating system would be necessary to entrain and remove
particles from the vicinity of the specimen, these would then be
removed by filtering the gas.
5.4 Case 4
This is the simplest case considered. Processing could be carried
out in a closed chamber in high purity inert gas or under reduced
pressure. Operation in a gas is preferable for the reasons stated
earlier in this report.
6. Recommendations for Further Work
Several areas related to the problem of contamination control which
require further work have been identified. The work can be divided
into two categories. Those relating to fundamental scientific
questions, which may be specific to a particular system and those
relating to hardware development and advances in technology.
6.1 Scientific Issues
Cleaning of metals at high temperature: As described in section
4.2, some metals can be cleaned of oxide and nitride by high
temperature processing. There is a possibility of removing other
impurities by gasification in oxygen. These aspects of
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purification would depend on the thermodynamic and kinetic
limitations which apply to a given system. A study of the systems
of interest would be required in order to determine how effective
these techniques would be.
Size of critical nuclei: The size of a critical nucleus required
to induce nucleation of a liquid material is influenced by a number
of factors, some of which are discussed in section 4.5. The way in
which these factors interact are not well understood and will be
specific to a given system. Further work will be required to
define the requirements for a specific system.
Gas Cleanliness: The required cleanliness for processing a
particular material will depend on the level of contamination which
can be tolerated and on the kinetics of the formation of the
contaminating species. Research would be required to determine the
practical limits which would apply to working with a particular
system.
6.2 Instrumentation Issues
Particle Entrainment: Laminar gas flow can be used to entrain
particles and transport them from the area around the specimen. A
detailed design requirements analysis of a laminar flow system
would needed to define the scope and capabilities of the system.
Gas analysis: The development of miniaturized gas analysis systems
with low energy requirements is an area which requires further
research. Spectroscopic techniques lend themselves well to gas and
particle chemical analyses. The technology exists for constructing
a miniaturized spectrometer system for monitoring of gas purity and
composition. A requirements analysis and engineering definition
would be required to enable a system to be designed. Research is
also required to evaluate and define the scope of the measurement
problem.
Prevention of window coating: Deposition of material onto windows
and viewing ports reduces their transmission. This represents a
major problem in situations where accurate noncontact temperature
measurement is necessary. Several approaches might be used to
prevent deposition. One way is to reduce the rate of deposition to
very low levels is to use a gas atmosphere in the processing
chamber. In situations where this is not possible, mechanical
techniques could be used prevent or remove deposition. This
problem warrants further analysis and evaluation.
Pumps: Recirculating systems require pumps to move the gas through
the purification system and chamber. The pumps must be clean and
non-contaminating. The technology for pumping gas has been
developed for application to controlled atmosphere glove boxes.
This technology could be used as the basis for design of
recirculating systems for use in processing chambers. The
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adaptation of these pumps will require a design analysis to
determine the engineering requirements of the pumps.
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Appendix I Gas Quality Analysis
I. Introduction: There are two aspects to gas quality analysis.
The first is chemical analysis and the second is particle analysis.
Chemical analysis requires that the composition of the gas is
measured with respect to gaseouF impurities, these can be assumed
to be homogeneously distributed throughout the gas. Particle
analysis is a measure of the concentration and size distribution of
solid particles suspended and entrained in a gas.
2. Chemical Analysis: Gaseous impurities in a gas can conveniently
be monitored with a mass spectrometer. A relatively simple and
robust system is the quadrupole mass spectrometer. Ions are
generated and accelerated into a quadrupole tube. The impurities
are then separated by their ion mass.
Infrared emission spectroscopy is a well established technique to
determine the chemical composition of gases and vapors . This
method may be applied to measurements of the composition of
impurity species present in a processing chamber. The design of a
system for use in this application would require development of
sensor technologies.
3. Particle Analysis: Light is scattered by particles suspended in
a gaseous medium which allows the measurement of their
concentration and size distribution.
Several systems are available which measure the concentration of
particles by this technique. The measured concentration and size
distribution depends on the detector placement. In situations
where particles precipitate from the gas, measurements will not
represent the bulk concentration.
The basis of this instrumentation exists. Development work to
miniaturize aerosol particle meas, uring equipment has been carried
out at NASA Lewis Research Center . The use of solid-state lasers
and detectors in combination with fiber optic light guides have
resulted in miniaturization of the instrumentation for light
scattering measurements. Design studies to integrate this
technology into a processing facility are recommended
* J.M. Bassler and J.L. Margrave, "High Temperature Applications of
Infrared Spectroscopy", Chapter i0 in Characterization of Hiqh
Temperature Vapors, Ed. J.L. Margrave, Wiley, 1967.
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Appendix II Product Literature: SAES Getter System
The SAES Pure Gas GC50 purifier designed
specifically for gas chromatography.
The GC50 is an economical and convenient way to boost the instrument sensitivity. The following table shows
the purity of typical 5N cylinders before and after purification with the GC50.
Impurities in
Gas Stream
H20
O2
CO, CO2
CH4
other hydrocarbons
H2
N2
Nitrogen
Inlet Outlet
(ppb) (ppb)
2000 < 20
3000 < 2
1000 < 10
500 < 500
100 < 10
1000 < 10
m
Helium or Argon
Inlet Outlet
(ppb) (ppb)
2000 < 20
2000 < 2
500 < 10
300 <10
100 < 10
100 < 10
5000 < 10
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1/8" Swagelok fittings
Deep blue anodized
exterior for a cool 45"C
surface temperature
Efficientceramic fiber
insulation with
encapsulated heater
coil. Total power only
31 watts
10pro sintered screen
filters on inlet and outlet
304L stainless steel
capsule with orbital
welded construction
120-vac power cord.
ulation needed.
it in.
Cutaway of the SAES Pure Gas GCSOppb purifier.
Gas analysis in gas chromatography is
dependent upon the purity of the carrier
gas, regardless of the type of sensor
mounted on the GC. In the case of trace
analysis, ultrahigh-pure carrier gas is
necessary for the GC spectrum to show
only minor fluctuations in purity.
The SAES Pure Gas GC50 is so effective
in removing gaseous impurities that the
outlet concentration is below the sensitivity
of commercially available instrumentation.
Features
• purifier life - 12 months at maximum
flow rate with impurity level shown above
• maximum flow rate is 200 scc/min
• standard voltage heater (no control
unit)
• easy to use
• negligible maintenance
• easily adaptable to any type of GC
• 1/8"compression fittings
• replaceable cartridge
If you are a user, ask SAES Pure Gas how
to installa GC50 inyour gas
chromatograph.
If you ere • manufacturer, ask SAES Pure
Gas how to improve the performance of
your instrument by including a GC50 as
OEM standard equipment.
SAES Getters 6.p.A. S/tEl Pure Gas, _ I_ES Genera Jllpen Co., Lid. Hmtkuk Genii• C(wII).
Head Office Headquwters 8-t-8 Nist.-Gotande _ Ben 0 2rid BldG. 3t¢I
Via Gellamle, 215'217 4175 Santa Fe Road S_wl-Ku, Tokyo 141 835.6 YOOk 54=m Don 9
20151 Mtteno, Italy San LuM Oblapo. CA 93401 Tel .81-3-494.1908 Ken0 Nam Ku Seoul,Korea
Tel +39-2-3020.1 (20 Mnes) Phort (805) S4t-g299 Fix +B1-3-4N 1938 Tel *82.2-556.3815/S
Fix ÷39-2-3340.3638 Fax (11061_t._lOg Fix ,,82-2-556-3817
Manufactured by Cryollb Represented worldwide by SAES Getters and 5AE$ Pure Gas. With subsidiaries in France, Germany and the United Kingdom.
PGt51-2/90
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sees
getters
The GC50 ppb purifier
for gas chromatography.
Specifically designed for the purification of GC carrier gases,
the GC50 removes impurities to the low ppb level and below.
Improves
99.999% carrier gas
to 99.99999% quality
for any type of gas
chromatography
• lowers carrier-gas
background noise
• increases detection
limits
• ensures greater
reproducibility
protects columns
from moisture
and oxygen
contamination
provides ppb-level
purity at a low cost
The SAES Pure Gas GC50 ppb purifier for gas chromatography.
Height: 9" (22.86 cm), OD: 4" (10.16 cm}.
O,_IG!_'_:",L PAGE IS
OF POOR QU_UJTY
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III Product Literature: Semi-Gas
I
Chemisorption System
Comprehensive
You can have point-of-use or
proximate purification and filtration
with Nanochem S_tems.
Systems that can puri_ many process
gases and remove a host of impurities.
Nanochem purifies a wide range of
process gases such as Silane,
Dichlorosilane, Chlorine, Ammonia,
Hydrogen Chloride, Hydrogen, Argon,
Nitrogen, Helium, Xenon, Krypton and
more.
_ Reliable
With Nanochem, purification is
reliable -- regardless of extremely high
-- impurity surges. The purifiers remove
02 and H20 to less than 10 ppb
consistently. At the point-of-use,
impurities from upstream leaks,
-- improper cylinder changes, gas system
components and process cross-
contamination are virtuaUy eliminated.
-- The built-in particle filter is baked-out
and purged with "Nanochem Pure"
inert gas to remove all traces of
-- trapped moisture and oxygen. The
purifier is ready to go to work, no
filter preconditioning is required.
Cost Effective
Nanochem removes process gas
impurities like O2, 1-120, CO2, CO
and trace dopants in a sing/¢ operation.
The chlorinated gas purifiers remove
moisture and particulates.
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Compare that to other gas purifiers...
they demand severa/devices to remove
a combination of impurities and still
don't accomplish the purity of
Nanochem.
Simple
Nanochem Systems require no
utilities for operation and come with
standard VCR® type connectionsfor
easy in-line installation and
replacement.
You'll know when a rephcement is
neededbecauseNanochem lets you
know -- thanks to the unique fiber
optic end-point detection system.
Compact
$emi-C.,_ D-Series and L-Seriea
Purifien (for point-o6use applications
from 0 to20 slpm) give you truly
astounding gas purification in a
compact unit.
Meanwhile, the N-Sm'iesisdesigned
for proxin_te or area application
(20 to 100 slpm) and the P-Series for
high flow area application (100 to
900 slpm). Both N, and P-Series
systems come complete within an
exhaustable enclosure. P-Series
Surface Mount Purifiers are
available for inert house
gas purification.
Nanochem's
Unique Features
1. Nanochem Symm_ deliver
99.99999996 purity without the
need to heat or cool.
2. End-point detection is built in.
3. Nanochem S_tems work
consistendy without need for
regeneration.
4. They're compact and lightweight.
5. They have zero to nominal power
requirements.
6. Flexible installation options:
• inside process tooL
• pro_nate to process tool.
• inside source gas cabinet.
7.Nanochem Swtm_ are
precisionfabricatedwith
electropolished, orbital-fusion-
welded 316L stainless steel.
8. You also get in-line, pre-
equilibrated particle filtration
(<0.01p particle retention).
Every Nanochem System is
assembled and tested in our class
100 clean work area.
.
Removal of Oxygen from Nitrogen
100'000_ F" gm i_
" 10'00011 n I n
100_,lUL.I'
0.,t
0.0: 
o
Total now (uteri)
140
I. Upper cur_
demmutrata
surges in feed
gas through a
t=tt, urif_¢. The
exit gas (bottom
line) contained
no oxygen above
the I0 ppb
limit of
the oxygen
analyzer used in
this study.
Reprinted from SEMICONDUCTOR INTERNATIONAL May, 1988
• 1988 by CAHNERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
- Nanochem® Purifiers
!
GASES PURIFIED AND COMMON IMPURITIES REMOVED
BY THE NANOCHEM FAMILY OF PRODUCTS
NANOCHEM
GAS PURIFIED PRODUCT NUMBER COMMON IMPURITIES REMOVED
Argon (Ar) 1400
Helium (He) 1400
Krypton (Kr) 1400
Neon (Ne) 1400
Nitrogen (N2) 1400
Xenon (Xe) 1400
Oxygen, Water, Oxides of Carbon Sulphur
and Nitrogen
Ammonia (NH3) 1600
Butane (C4H10) 1600
Carbon Tetrafluoride (CF4) 1600
Ethane (C2H6) 1600
Hexafluoroethane (C2F6) 1600
Methane (CH4) 1600
Propane (C3Hs) 1600
Oxygen, Water, Oxides of Carbon Sulphur and
Nitrogen, Contaminant Halogen Compounds
Hydrogen (H2) 3000 Oxygen, Water, Oxides of Carbon Sulphur and [
Nitrogen, Complex Hydrocarbons I
Silane (Sill4) IV Oxygen, Water, Oxides, Chlorine, Chlorosilanes, J
Trace Dopants I
I Hydrogen Chloride (HCI) DP-85 Water
Dichlorosilane (DCS) DP47 Water, Trace Dopants
Consult Semi-Ges Systems for information on the purification of other gases.
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Part Numbers/Ordering Information
GLF6101
l
SGLF6101
Nominal Length (L) -- Inches
Standard Fitting Options" GLF SGLF
" Compression Seal (Swagelok Compatible) 5%6" 4%6°
%" Compression Seal (Swagelok Compatible) 51%6. 4%"
1/." Gasket Seal, Male (VCR Compatible) 5%6" 41%6,
%" Gasket Seal, Male (VCR Compatible) 51%6" 5"
N
"Other fittings available on request.
Engineering Drawing:
Gaskleen ® Gasline Filter Assembly
INLET
LOAD SPRING
SPRING LOADED TEFLON
ENCAPSULATED VITON
O-RING SEAL
__ 2.200"
// // )_ Lr_ET
.
TUNGSTEN INERT GAS
WELDED HOUSING
& FITrlNGS
PLEATED HIGH AREA
EMFIX)N ELEMENT.
0.01 MICRON RATED FIFE
MEMBRANE SUPPORTED
WITH POLYPROPYIXgqE
DIMENSION 'E
(See Table Above)
r
Pall Ultrafine Filtration Company
East Hills, New York 11548
(516) 484-5400, 1-800-645-6532
Telex: 968855 TWX: 510-223-0606
FAX: 516-484-5228
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Serves Electronics, Pharmaceutical,
Biological, Veterinary, Fermentation, Bioprocessing,
Food and Beverage Industries.
Printed in U.S.A.
" _'" °...... ..... r .." '!i ......... '2' ' -
?.
Assembly Data Sheet A5
OF POOR QUALITY
Description
The Pall Gaskleen ® in-line gas filter is specifically designed
to effectively remove submicron-size, yield-reducing par-
ticles from front end processing gases. This convenient
device assures 0.01 micron absolute filtration efficiency and
long service life. Unlike other gas line filters, the Gaskleen
filter assembly will not shed particles.
All filter components are compatible with specialty gases.
The welded, 316L stainless steel housing withstands high
operating pressure and ensures maximum safety and
compatibility. The standard Swagelok _ and VCR"com-
patible fittings allow quick installation into any system.
The Pall Gaskleen is available in a standard length (GLF
6101) and shortened version (SGLF 6101). For complete
specifications see below.
All Gaskleen filters are packaged in special double bags
with nitrogen to prevent moisture and oxygen contamina-
tion. An outside, aluminized Mylar ®, vapor barrier bag
is used with an inner safety bag to ensure cleanliness.
Assembly Characteristics
e0.01 micron Emflon ® (PTFE) medium with polyprop-
ylene end caps and support layers
s316L electropolished stainless steel housing
e20-25 RMS internal surface finish
e750 psig operating pressure at 100°F
=Teflon s'_ encapsulated Viton _" O-ring
e100% helium leak tested to 10 -7 atm cc/sec; design
tested to 10"_ atm cc/sec
eChoice of various 316L stainless steel fittings
including VCR and Swagelok compatible fittings
e0.5 ft 2 effective filtration area for both the standard
and shortened versions
eManufactured, nitrogen purged and packaged in a
clean room
eFilter element 100% integrity tested
Gaskleen _ Filter Assembly
Pressure Drop vs. Gas Flow Rate
50
1 2
FLOW RATE (slpm)
100 150 200
I
30 PS1G INLET
3 4 5 o
FLOW RATE (scfm)
25O
75 PSIG INLET
7 8 9 10
Represented By
ENPRO INCORPORATED
121 S. LOMBARD ROAD
ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101
(708) 629-3504
t Trademark of Crawford Fitting Company
Trademark of Cajon Company
_'_t" Trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
© Copyright 1987,1989 PallCorporation.Allrightsreserved. 2 6
Appendix V Pumps.
Further development and design analysis are required to design
instrumentation for application of this technique to particle
counting in containerless processing systems.
There are two areas which require further evaluation. The first is
to determine the optimum location for the pump in a gas
recirculating system. If the gas is used to entrain particles, the
pump must produce sufficient gas flow velocity and volume to
provide the required level of particle removal.
The second consideration is the type of pump which is best suited
to the application. The following types of pump may be used for
this application:
o Gear pumps provide a continuous pressure head and flow
rate. Magnetic coupling eliminates the need for rotating
shaft seals and minimizes pump-related sources of
contamination. Gear pumps may be used in low pressure
and can be evacuated and baked out to provide a high
degree of cleanliness.
o Diaphragm pumps separate the driving components from the
gas handling components by a diaphragm. Double diaphragm
pumps may be used to provide continuous flow.
Product literature is enclosed on a number of pumps. There is a
need for further research and evaluation to provide a pump system
suitable for the application proposed here.
* NASA Conference Publication 10033, NASA Laser Light Scattering
Advanced Technoloqy Development Workshop-1988, Edited, W.V. Meyer,
Cleveland, Sep. 7 and 8, 1988.
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PUMP BODY
Freedom from leakslcontamihation
The conventional means of sealing pumps is by using
some type of shaft seal. These shaft seals are dynamic
seals (moving seals between the shaft and the pump
housing) and allow areas where leakage and contamina-
tion can occur. Dynamic seals also create additional fric.
tion that the motor must overcome. Magnetically coupled
pumps eliminate shaft seals,
Magnetically coupled pumps utilize a static seal (see Fig.l)
that is not subjected to wear from moving parts. Using
a static seal greatly reduces maintenance and virtually
eliminates the possibility of contamination or leakage.
How the magnetic coupling works
The driven magnet is connected to the pumping parts and
is sealed within a magnet cup (see Fig, 1). The driving
magnet encircles this cup. The two magnets align them-
selves pole-to-pole and rotate together with no slippage
until the decoupling limit is exceeded
MOIOR
Sectioned view of a
suction shoe pump
U.S,A. PATENT APPLIED FOR
RYTON e OR TE
INET
316 STAINLESS STEEL JACKET
Encapsulated driven magnet
Decoupllng
Decoupling occurs when the pump load exceeds the
coupling torque between the magnets, This feature can
act as a safety device to protect pump and motor from
inadvertent damage• To recouple the magnets bring the
motor to a complete stop, eliminate the cause of decoup-
ling and restart.
Encapsulated magnet
In magnet drive pumps the driven magnet is exposed to the
fluid being pumped• To insure that the fluid remains con-
taminant-free, Micropump TM encapsulates driven magnets
in 316 stainless steel and Ryton ® or Teflon. _ (see Fig .1)
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SURVEY AND EVALUATION OF BEAM HEATING SYSTEMS
FOR APPLICATIONS IN CONTAINERLESS EXPERIMENTATION
Report on NASA Contract #NAS8-37592
By
J.K. Richard Weber
Shankar Krishnan
D. Scott Hampton
Dennis R. Merkley
Charles A. Rey
January 21, 1991
-- 3453 Commercial Avenue Northbrook, IL 60062-1818 708/272-1772 Phone 708/272-9324 FAX
Preface
This work was carried out under NASA contract NAS8-37359 through NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL. The work was conducted by a team of
scientists and engineers who have experience in the design and construction of
flight hardware and in the application of containerless techniques to high
temperature research.
The report contains recommendations for beam heating systems which could be used
to achieve the high temperatures required for containerless microgravity
materials experimentation and property measurements.
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i. EXECUTIVE SVMMARY
The factors which can be used to select a non-contact heating system are
described and discussed. For materials at high temperatures in a cold-wall
chamber, radiation is the principal method of heat transfer. By selecting the
heating beam wavelength and shape, energy transfer to the specimen can be
optimized for many materials of potential interest.
The range of beam heating devices which may be used are discussed and
recommendations are made for systems which would be well suited for heating of
groups of materials such as glasses, ceramics, metals, and alloys.
Laser beam heating has been identified as the most versatile system of beam
heating. The range of wavelengths available makes it possible to optimize a
system for a particular group of materials. Because stray and reflected light
are monochromatic, their interference with pyrometric and other optical
measurements can be minimized.
A number of areas which warrant further investigation have been identified and
work is recommended in the areas of electromagnetic heating and in design and
testing of laser beam heating systems.
2. INTRODUCTION
High temperature containerless materials research and processing creates the need
for non-contact heating methods. Energy efficient heating systems need to be
developed for use in space-based applications. The purpose of this report is to
evaluate approaches for heating materials to the high temperatures required for
containerless experimentation.
High temperatures may be achieved by positioning an object inside a hot-wall
furnace and allowing it to come to thermal equilibrium. This approach can be
used to achieve modest temperatures but do not have useful capabilities above
about 2000 K. Much of the interest in containerless research and property
measurement requires materials to be heated to temperatures above 2000 K [i].
At these higher temperatures, the heat balance between the specimen and its
surroundings favors non-isothermal or "beam heating" techniques.
The application of beam heating a specimen inside a cold-walled chamber offers
several potential benefits:
o Efficient use of heating power
o High rates of temperature change
o Clean, chemically pure environment
o Non-lntruslve
o Minimizes waste heat burden on cooling system
3. SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM
Containerless experiments on materials at temperatures of up to 4000 K have been
proposed. In a hot-wall furnace, the specimen temperature does not exceed the
furnace wall temperature and the furnace cavity must be raised to the temperature
required for the experiment. This uses energy to heat the furnace cavity wall
as well as the specimen. Energy which is not used to heat the specimen provides
an additional burden on cooling systems.
Beam-heatlng is inherently efficient because energy is used directly to heat the
specimen in a cold environment. The power required for heating then depends on
three factors:
o Heat flow balance between the specimen and its surroundings.
o Energy absorption and delivery efficiency.
o Conversion efficiency of electrical energy into the heat beam.
3.1 Heat Balance
A hot specimen can lose heat to its surroundings by three mechanisms, conduction,
convection and radiation. At temperatures above about 1500K, in a vacuum or gas
at normal pressure, the predominant mechanism of heat transfer is radiation. For
the purpose of the present discussion, conductive and convective losses will be
ignored.
The equation which describes energy transfer from freely radiating body is
Planck's equation:
_2
q
_ [exp(c,I;.T)-I]
d_
(1)
where W (I,T) is the spectral radiance in Wm -2 sr -I, cI is the first radiation
constant - 1.1911 X 108 W _m 4 sr -I, c2 is the second radiation constant - 1.4388
X 104 _m K, _ is the wavelength in _m, and T is the absolute temperature of the
radiating surface.
Planck's law applies to a perfectly emitting surface, i.e. a blackbody.
Radiation from real surfaces requires a multiplicative factor, the spectral
emissivity, e_, where the _ subscript denotes the wavelength dependence. Values
of spectral emissivity lie in the range from 0.0 to 1.0 and may vary widely with
wavelength and temperature. Figure I shows examples of how the spectral
emissivity of several groups of materials varies with wavelength.
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The total radiation heat loss from a surface at temperature T (K) is given by
integration of eqn. I for all wavelengths. This gives the Stefan-Boltzmann
equation:
W (T) - A e e T4
where W (T) is the radiant intensity in watts, A is the effective area of the
radiating surface and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant - 5.67 X I0 -s Wm -2 K -4.
The value of e, the total emissivity, is a function of the material. Figure 2
shows the energy radiated per unit area by a blackbody as a function of its
surface temperature.
The amount of energy radiated by a real material will depend on its total
emissivity. Table i lists typical values of total emissivity for several
materials.
TABLE i
MATERIAL Temp Range e at 0.65 um e (total)
(K)
Graphite 1000-3000 0.8-0.93 0.7-0.8
Copper 300 -i000 0.i0 0.05
Platinum 1500 0.30 0.20
Tungsten 2000 0.43 0.28
AI203 (Sapphire) 2000 0.005 0.005
AI203 (Po. Cryst) 2000 0.30 0.45
The total emittance of many materials can be a strong function of temperature and
can change sharply during a phase transition. For example, the value for solid
sapphire at the melting point is about 0.005, but when the solid melts, this
increases to about 0.90; so the rate of heat loss increases by a factor of about
200. In practice, this means that for sapphire, the radiative loss per cm 2 would
increase from 0.8 W to about 150 W on melting.
A simple way to decrease the radiative heat loss from a material is to decrease
the surface area of the specimen. A 0.2 cm sphere requires only 4% of the power
that a 1.0 cm sphere would to maintain it at the same temperature.
3.2 Energy Absorption and Delivery Efficiency
When a specimen is beam heated in a cold-wall chamber, its equilibrium
temperature will be reached when the rates of absorption and radiation of energy
are equal. Radiation reaching a surface can be absorbed, reflected or
transmitted. Only the component which is absorbed will heat the material. For
any given wavelength, the absorption is equal to the emission when the material
is in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings.
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Figure I suggests that for heating beams which cover the uv-ir (0.2 - I0 _m)
spectrum, the wavelength of the heating beam can be selected to include areas of
the spectrum where the material absorbs strongly. For example, many ceramics,
such as aluminum oxide, mullite, zirconia, magnesia, and yttlra absorb well in
the 5-12 micron wavelength range, consequently they may be heated efficiently
with beams which have energy concentrated in this range. Metals absorb well in
the shorter wavelength 0.2-0.5 micron range and can therefore be heated most
efficiently with radiation in this range.
Table 2 lists typically generic properties of various materials in terms of their
absorbance, transmlttances and reflectance. This table is relevant to beam-
heating in the visible and IR regions of the spectrum.
TABLE 2
MATERIAL ABSORBS TRANSMITS REFLECTS
TRANSITION METALS
METALLIC ALLOYS
SEMICONDUCTORS
OXIDE GLASS
OXIDE, NITRIDE
CERAMICS
POLYMERS
UV, VIS
UV, VIS
ABOVE
BANDGAP
MWIR
MWIR
BELOW
BANDGAP
VIS, IR
VIS, IR
SWIR IR,VIS
IR
IR
ABOVE
BANDGAP
For efficient heating the energy from the heating beam needs to be directed to
the surface of the specimen. The size of the beam and the ratio of the area of
the heating beam to the area of the specimen will affect the thermal homogeneity
of the specimen. A minimum requirement for efficient heating is that the
specimen intercepts the whole cross section of the heating beam.
3.3 Conversion Efficiency
Conversion efficiency is the ratio of the output beam power from a device to the
power supplied to it. Typical conversion efficiencies for particular devices are
presented in section 4.
The most efficient method of beam heating a particular material may not be to use
the device with the highest conversion efficiency. The optimum efficiency occurs
when the product of conversion efficiency and absorption by the specimen is
maximized.
4. BEAM-HEATINGSYSTEMS
A number of approaches to beam heating can be devised. The choice of beam
heating wavelength is determined by the absorption characteristics of the
material to be heated and this is discussed further in Section 5.
4.1 Lamps
Lamps provide a spectral distribution which is centered in the near IR and
visible region of the spectrum. Light can be produced either by a resistively
heated incandescent filament or by a gas discharge in a sealed envelope. The
spectral distribution which results is determined by the properties and
temperature of the filament (up to about 3000K) or the temperature of the gas
discharge ( >5000K)and the absorption of the envelope. Heating can be achieved
in a vacuum or gas environment.
Arc lamps have been used in a number of heating applications [2-4] including
semiconductor processing and in KC 135 experiments [4]. For heating applications,
light is focussed with reflecting lenses so that it provides even illumination
of the specimen.
Arc lamps provide near point-source illumination and can be imaged to provide a
concentrated beam. Filament type lamps, such as tungsten halogen, cannot be
focused as well as arc lamps and this can limit their efficiency in some
applications. The overall efficiency of lamp heating systems is generally rather
low when the losses are due to optical collection and delivery to the sample are
considered.
A number of other factors must be considered. In the case of arc lamps, the
large change in impedance during starting requires a complex control system and
creates a large amount of electromagnetic interference when the lamps are
operated. For example, a IkW xenon arc lamp typically requires 20 kV for
ignition, then goes through a transition period requiring 250 volts before
settling to 25V at 40 Amps to sustain the arc. Systems must therefore, be
heavily protected against a number of interference problems generated by the
lamp.
Lamps have the advantage that they are simple and readily available. Their
spectral distribution makes them well suited to heating of some ceramics, silicon
and other materials which absorb in the near IR region. However, the spectrum
generated by lamps also covers the range over which hot bodies emit most of their
radiation. This means that pyrometry has to be carried out at a wavelength where
a significant amount of scattered and reflected light from the specimen can
interfere with the measurement. This can be a major disadvantage of lamp heating
in cases where noncontact temperature and property measurements are needed.
Information on commercially available lamps is given in Appendix I.
4.2 Electron Beam Heating
This technique uses a potential difference (typically 5-100 kV) between an
electron gun and the specimen to accelerate electrons from the gun to the
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specimen. Electron beam heating can be used to heat conducting materials
including metals, alloys and carbon.
Electron guns are available in a range of output power from several hundred to
several kilowatts. Electron beamheating can be efficient and the temperature
of the target can be controlled by altering the emission current from the
electron gun.
The principal limitations of electron beamheating are that it requires a vacuum
to operate, heating maybe localized and specimencharging can lead to loss of
positioning stability and may result in a significant decrease in heating
efficiency. These effects place restrictions on the types of experiments which
could be carried out and the materials which could be processed.
4.3 Laser Beam Heating
Laser light is monochromatic and may be focussed with refracting optics or
conducted with light guides. Laser beams may be propagated through a vacuum or
a gaseous medium and laser beam heating has been widely used in ground-based
experimentation [5-7] and in manufacturing operations. [8]
Two types of lasers are available; solid state (diode and pumped crystal host)
and gas lasers. Depending on the lasing medium, a wide range of wavelengths from
UV to IR are available.
4.3.1 Solid State
During the last decade there have been significant developments in the area of
solid state laser technology. The development of high power, stacked arrays of
laser diodes can provide a stable, high power system for heating applications.
These may be operated in continuous wave (cw) or pulsed mode (also referred to
as quasi -cw) depending on their construction. Quasl-continuous wave operation
can be achieved by operating a set of pulsed laser diodes serially to provide
overlap between the pulses.
4.3.1.1 Diode Lasers
Diode lasers are high intensity light sources made from a semiconductor such as
gallium, aluminum, and arsenide (GaAIAs), in which the aluminum concentration
controls the bandgap, and hence the emission wavelength. The wavelength can be
about 670-1000 _m depending on the composition of the lasing medium. Diodes can
be operated in continuous wave (cw) or quasi-cw (Q-cw long pulses, low repetition
rate) nodes. The design may consist of Single Quantum Wells (SQW) or Separate
Confinement Hetero structures (SCH). Table 3 [9-11] summarizes the
characteristics of selected laser diode systems. The efficiency figures
presented in Table 3, represent typical values which may be achieved in ideal
circumstances. For heating applications, the efficiency would depend on the duty
cycle.
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TABLE 3
Examples of Laser Diode Specifications
Device type
Nominal
Average Conversion
Mode* Power Efficiency
SQW-SCH CW 3.8 W 40%
Linear Array CW 12 W 40%
Stacked
Two-dimenslonal
Arrays Q-CW 120 W 39%
* Quasi-CW devices require power supplies which can deliver large peak power
pulses.
Product specifications for a representative selection of moderately high power
laser diodes is given in Appendix II. One of the pioneering manufacturers of
laser diodes is Spectra Diode Laboratories (San Jose, CA), they have increased
the cw power and developed pulsed arrays for multi-beam devices.
Laser diode technology is rapidly evolving and higher power diodes which can
operate at high efficiency with long duty cycles are becoming available.
Engineering technologies include the development of fiber coupled diode lasers
to provide I0 W from a 64 element bundle (Laser Diode Inc., New Brunswick, NJ).
This offers a useful combination of hlghpower and a convenient system for energy
delivery to a specimen.
4.3.1.2 YAG, YLF and Crystal Hot Lasers
Flash lamp, discharge lamp or diode pumped solid state YAG or YLF lasers which
lase in the wavelength range from 1-1.3 um. These devices have potential
applications in heating of some metals and ceramics.
The lasing medium is a stable crystal and has a long life expectancy. However,
flash lamp pumped systems have a short llfe expectancy due to failure of the
tube. Diode pumping is a more reliable system, but conversion efflciencies are
very low. Typically, the YAG laser does not exceed 3% conversion of electricity
into laser energy.
4.3.2 CO2 Laser Beam Heating
Continuous wave CO2 lasers provide radiation at 10.6 um (MWIR) and beam heating
has been applied in a number of materials processing and property measurement
applications [5-8]. Research at Intersonlcs has demonstrated that the use of
laser beam heating in combination with electromagnetic, aerodynamic or aero-
acoustic levitation provides a convenient technique for attaining high
temperatures [12].
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Sealed tube gas lasers do not require a supply of gas. The lasing gases are
sealed into the tube. Advances in sealed tube CO 2 lasers have resulted in
compact units such as the Synrad r-f excited laser which operates from avionics
power and generates 60 Wcw laser power. Further information on sealed tube
lasers is provided in Appendix III.
4.4 Solar Heating
The surface temperature of the sun is approximately 6000 K. However, the power
density at the surface of the Earth is only about 0.13 W/cm 2. This means that
in order to collect I00 W, a collecting area of about 700 cm2 would be required.
The spectral distribution is centered around 0.5 um and the majority of the
energy is in the visible and near IR regions of the spectrum.
Experiments have demonstrated heating of materials to temperatures in excess of
2000K by use of focused solar radiation. The main limitation of using solar
radiation directly is that it is difficult to control the heating rate in a
useful way. The use of solar cells in combination with accumulators offers a
possible means of supplementing the limited power which is available in flight
hardware.
4.5 Electromagnetic Heating
Induction heating occurs when electrically conductive materials are exposed to
high power rf fields, such as those developed by an electromagnetic levitator.
In conventional electromagnetic levitators, control of the positioning forces and
the heating power are linked and increasing the temperature of the specimen also
increases the forces on it.
Recent developments have resulted in an ability to decouple heating and
levitation [13] functions and enable heating of materials which can be positioned
independently. Electromagnetic heating is limited to materials which conduct
electricity; however, operation at higher frequencies extends the range of
materials which can be EM heated.
4.6 Microwave Heating
Microwaves can be generated efficiently with magnetron tubes. The waves may be
propagated into a tuned cavity to heat materials within it. The effectiveness
of heating is a function of the absorption efficiency of material. This may be
strong function of temperature resulting in "thermal runaway" when certain
materials are heated.
Microwave heating has been developed for processing certain ceramic materials.
[14] The use of microwave heating in materials experiments has been suggested
by Barmatz [15] and heating of ceramics to high temperatures has been
demonstrated.
5. DISCUSSION
Beam heating offers a useful means of heating specimens. Because beam heating
is non-intrusive, it can enable maximum quiescence to be achieved in microgravity
i0
processing experimentation. Manybeamheating techniques provide a large degree
of control, enabling precise temperature control to be achieved.
As indicated by Figure i and Table 2, the optimum heating technique for a
particular material dependson the optical characteristics of the surface. In
general metals absorb well at short wavelengths in the UVwhereas ceramics and
glasses absorb well at somewhatlonger wavelengths in the IR. Metals can be
heated by electromagnetic induction or electron beamheating. Any of these can
be used in combination with a positioning system.
Table 4 summarizes the techniques of beam heating which may be applied in
containerless processes. The conversion efficlencies are representative of the
range which maybe achieved.
TABLE 4
Summary of Beam Heating Methods
METHOD SPECTRUM TYPICAL CONVERSION EFF.*
LAMPS
Tungsten-Halogen
Arc/Gas-Discharge
Electron Beam
0.25-2.4 um 15-25%
0.25-3.5 um 10-25%
5-25%
LASERS
CO 2 10.6 um 5-10%
YAG 1.06 um 1-4%
Laser Diodes 0.78-0.83 um 15-50%
Solar 0.3-1.5 um -
Electro-magnetic Induction 5-10%
Microwave 30-50%
Ratio of output beam power to total electrical power to operate device.
5.1 Lamp Heating
Lamp heating can be inexpensive and rugged. It provides a convenient system for
heating most materials up to temperatures of 2-3000 K. Lamp heating is limited
by its low efficiency which is largely due to light collection and focussing
difficulties and the wide spectrum over which the energy is distributed. Large
amounts of reflected light interfere with pyrometry and imaging of the specimen.
In addition, arc lamp systems create a harsh environment for electrical equipment
which complicates the overall system engineering task.
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5.2 Electron Beam Heating
This technique can potentially provide high efficiency for heating metals.
However, it requires a vacuum of S i0 "7 Torr for operation and this restricts its
use. Experiments requiring a gas atmosphere can not utilize electron-beam
heating and any of the advantages of using a gas atmosphere processing [16] can
therefore not be realized.
The way in which the electron beam is focussed determines how efficiently the
specimen is heated. In order to minimize beam disturbance by an rf field in an
electromagnetic levitator, a small diameter beam would be required and this may
produce localized heating, resulting in hot spots or ablation of the specimen.
This effect would be most pronounced in larger specimens because of the very
large power densities required to balance the radiative losses at high
temperatures. These effects could be diminished if the levitation technique did
not displace the electron beam.
The efficiency of electron beam heating will depend on two factors. The first
factor is the amount of power used to energize the electromagnets necessary to
steer the electron beam. The second is the amount of power absorbed by the
specimen. Because the specimen is not grounded, it will become charged,
resulting in heating of the chamber walls rather than the specimen.
5.3 Laser Beam Heating
Figure I shows that for a given group of materials, there is an optimum
wavelength at which an energy beam will be absorbed. The wide range of lasers
which are available provides a means of delivering power at the optimum
wavelength for heating.
The following potential advantages of laser beam heating techniques are
identified:
Stable, controllable power output
Choice of wavelengths
Can operate in a vacuum or most gaseous atmospheres
Readily focussed to provide optimum illumination of a specimen
surface
Monochromatic light- reflected portion of beam does not interfere
with pyrometry
o High conversion efficiencies are possible
Laser beam heating systems have been demonstrated on Earth to be well suited to
heating of a variety of materials. Sealed tube gas lasers, with laser diode
technology, offers feasibility approaches to space qualified laser systems, but
there are several areas of laser beam heating which require further development.
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For example, if laser diodes are used, techniques would need to be developed to
prevent light reflected from a specimen from entering the laser cavity. This has
been addressed by Buouncristiani [17] of NASALangley Research Center and a
design suggested by him for using light from several lasers on a single specimen
is presented in Figure 3.
Further work would be required to design optical systems capable of delivering
power to the specimen. A variety of optics are available for this purpose and
it is likely that an efficient system could be developed from these components.
Systems based on cylindrical lenses and reflecting optics would enable maximum
utilization of the energy emitted by the laser.
5.4 Solar Heating
This technique has the desirable quality that the source of energy is free.
However, the requirements for experimentation in microgravity are that the source
be controllable and available when required. Solar heating is limited in this
regard. It may also be a difficult engineering task and could require
considerable dislocation of the spacecraft facilities.
5.5 Electromagnetic Heating
This technique is well established for processing of metals. Electromagnetic
heating efflciencies vary widely. Optimum heating occurs only when the output
impedance of the generator and the impedance of the load are matched. This
situation can be realized in practice only in a few cases. The SEL development
[13, 18] aims to improve the impedance matching between the amplifier and load
to increase the power utilization efficiency.
The reader is referred to the literature for a detailed discussion of the factors
which may be optimized to provide efficient electromagnetic heating [19].
5.6 Microwave Heating
Microwave heating has the potential to provide a useful technique for processing
of some ceramic materials. In many situations, heating is from the "inside out"
leading to inverse temperature gradients. This may offer the potential for novel
processing techniques. This issue of thermal runaway would need to be addressed
in certain applications.
5.7 Power Supplies and Cooling Requirements
Systems designed to supply high power to specimens for heating purposes must be
capable of delivering the energy efficiently to the heating device. Factors to
be evaluated (and common to all systems in varying degrees) are the amount of
electromagnetic interference produced by the high power devices and the amount
of cooling required. Specific power supply requirements vary for each of the
approaches discussed and some of them are summarized below.
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o The impedance of an arc lamp changes significantly during its warm
up period when the arc is struck and initiated. This requires a
power supply capable of operating with a varying load.
o Electron beam heating will require a large potential in order to
provide for remote placement of the electron gun relative to the
specimen. An accelerating potential of 50-100 kV would be required
for operation of a typical electron beam welder, and similar
potentials might be required for beam heating.
o Sealed tube gas lasers require a high voltage supply.
o Laser diodes operate at low voltage and high current which can be
supplied by solid-state systems.
5.8 Safety Considerations
Safety aspects of the various techniques must also be considered since this is
a primary concern in micro-gravlty experiments. Some of these are common to all
techniques. For example, hot specimens must be contained both from the
standpoint of burn potential as well as outgassing of potentially dangerous
materials. Other aspects are technique specific. The following is a summary of
some of the safety issues that would need to be addressed:
Lamps Lamps produce very hot surfaces which must be protected from
and/or cooled. Arc lamps have a unique hazard of requiring high voltage
(-20kv typical) for ignition. They also emit large amounts of UV and
generally operate at a high internal pressure (20 atmospheres and higher)
of xenon gas or mercury vapor. This is both an explosion and a harmful
gas hazard.
Electron Beam - Electron beam heating requires very high supply voltages
(up to I00 kv). Highly accelerated electrons may result in x-ray emission
from some specimens.
Lasers- High power lasers pose a potential threat to the human eye and
also require a hlghvoltage power supply. Lasers with dangerous gases can
probably be avoided leaving only the potential for relatively small
amounts of carbon dioxide, helium, nitrogen, and/or argon. Solid state
lasers leave only the potential eye threat as a hazard since they do not
require gas or high voltage.
Microwaves - Leakage of microwaves would need to be prevented by shielding
power. Any high energy heating system has the potential for creating a
safety hazard. Therefore, all systems of this type require interlocks and
failsafe designs to reduce the risks associated with a malfunction or
operator error.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The approaches which provide the most potential for enhanced heating capabilities
are laser beam heating and electromagnetic heating.
The most versatile method identified is laser beam heating because this can be
tailored to meet the requirements of most material heating applications. Lasers
may be propagated through a vacuum or gaseous medium. Laser beams may be
focussed to provide the optimum heating configuration for a particular specimen,
dual-sided or multiple-point heating systems can be designed with reflecting
optics or light guides.
The following areas requiring further development and/or study have been
identified:
o
o
Development of improved impedance matching systems for use in
electromagnetically heated systems
Specification of laser beam systems for heating of ceramics and
metals
o
o
Design and testing of a laser diode beam heating system
Consideration of a hlghpower CO 2 laser system for space application
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8. APPENDICES
APPENDIX I
The enclosed specifications relate to the Canrad Hanovia xenon arc lamps. These
were used in the KC-135 flights of the High Temperature Acoustic Levitator [4].
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APPENDIXII
Diode lasers
Laser diode technology is rapidly evolving. In 1990, Spectra Diode Labs
introduced the SDL-2480series, a 3-Watt CWdiode laser array with a 500 um
aperture and the SDL-3200series, quasi-CWlaser array with 60-Watt peak powers
at 12 mJ/pulse. As a five bar stack, the specifications for the SDL-3200series
range from 300-1200 W peak power with energies of 60-240 mJ/pulse. In 1991,
Spectra Diode Labs. plans to bring out 60 W/300W quasi CWarrays that operate
at 10%duty factors to provide 6-30 W of average power.
APPENDIXIII
Synrad CO 2 laser.
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SCALABLE, END-PUMPED, DIODE LASER PUMPED Nd:YAG LASER*
T. Y. Fan and A. Sanchez
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-0073
(617) 276-6737
The highest efficiency diode laser pumped lasers with good beam quality have been
demonstrated using an end-pumped geometry. However, end-pumped lasers have been limited
to low power because ofdifficultiesin scaling.Some techniquesused to scaleend-pumped lasers
includepolarizationcoupling,higherpower pump sources,1multiplepump sourcesusingfiber
coupling,2 and providingmultiple"ends"by usingmany gainelements) Here we presentan
alternatemethod forscalingan end-pumped laserwhich iscompatiblewith alltheabove tech-
niques.Our techniquetakesadvantageof thedifferenceinbeam qualityfrom thediode laserin
theplanesperpendicularand paralleltothejunction.
Figure I shows a schematicofour experimentintheplanesparalleland perpendicularto
thejunctionof thediode arrays.Each of thethreelineardiode arrays(SDL-2430-C) were
collimatedand thecollimatedbeams focused intoa Nd:YAG rod using cylindricaloptics.The
NckYAG rod was coatedwith a highreflectorat1.06pan on one faceand an antireflcctioncoating
on theother.The outputmirrorhas 97.5% rcflcctivityat 1.06l_m. Preliminaryresultsare shown
inFig.2. Laser operationwas obtainedwitheach diode arrayoperatingseparately.In each case
theoutputwas in aTEM00 mode and the lasercavitywas not realignedforoperationforeach diode
arrayseparately.With allthreearraysoperatingtheoutputwas stillTEM00 and we were ableto
obtainnearlyfourtimestheoutputpower compared with pumping with a singlearray.
Simple scalingarguments indicatethatover an orderof magnitude pump power increasein
the same mode volume can be obtainedcompared with using a singlearray.This techniquethus
allowshigherpump intensityatthegainmedium which isdesirableforlow gain,tunablelasers,
and quasi-three-level lasers. 4
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THE 48-5
"DUO-LASE"
50W C02 LASER
Synrad's "DUO-LASE"family
of lasers combines twostandard
Synrad laser tubes for twice the
output power of a standard laser.
In model 48-5 the output beams from
two 25 watt sealed CO2laser tubes are
combined opticaUyto providea single.
diffraction limited beam at 50 watts.
This optical technique is unique in
the laser industry and features a
multitude ofadvantages for most
applications over the conventional
approach of intra-eax'ityfoldingto
achieve high power output in a
relativelyshort and compact laser body.
The DUO-LASEtechnique capitalizes
on the longproduction history of
Synrad's 48-1 and 48-2 "all-metar'
lasers, over 1,000of which havebeen
manufactured. This assures the user
a mature product _'ith proven
reliability.These lasers are also
economical since they are built from
high production volumemodules
that comprise our proven 10and 25
watt sealed. RF-excitedCO2lasers. The
only newelements are the optical
beam combiner and thewater cooled
chassis assembly,
Care has been taken to totally
separate all power and control
functions between the two laser
sections achievingessentially failsafe
operation for applications that can be
served with the power of one k_r.
Anyone electronic or laser tube
failure willonlyaffect that s_x'tion
leavingthe secondchannelunaffected
andavailablefor u_.
Even though about 500 _tts of
RFpower is generated intemaJlv to
the laser,the unit is transistorized
with our modular approach using
ourstandard 120 watt RFdrivers.
There is no warm up time as seen in
the commonly used vacuum tube RF
power supplies.
The DUO-LASEtechnique is
also applicable for combining _'o
ofour COlasers as wellas for
combining two 10watt C_ lasers in
a shorter package.
Applications for the 485 as well
as otherDUO-LASEproducts are
limited to thermal applications
(cutting,drilling(,mellin_._:lporizintL
engraving,etc.) These lasers can not
be used forapplications requirin_ a
single frequency as two wavclen_ths
tireemitted at (lie _mc time,Ideal
applications an" mediciflas wellw_
industrial u_" in the computer ahh.d
('tlttinI.{of('lnlh,plasli(', woodor thin
mehd pro(lucts.
The optical combining technique
is based on the fact that each laser is
linearly polarized, allowing the use of
a polarization sensitive beam
combiner to achieve 98% efficiency,in
combining the two beams. The two
components of the resulting beam
are spatlalJyparallel and coltnear.The
normal temporal and spatial
_'iations of a single laser are
reduced by combining the output of
two lasers. Output polarization is
random and therefore superior for
many cutlin_ applications.
The unil is self-contained lone
unil) requiring only the application
ofkC or I)Cprime power {depending
on modelkt'tx)linf_water, and a
toni rol siKn_d.It is thereforeideally
suJlcd lor overhead installalion as a
('tlIIiIIL, / tool in .saillofts. NoRF ('able
rtitls are n.(ltlin,'d.
OF PO0 q J U.n'Y
SPECIFICATIONS
48-5 C02 LASER
INVISIBLE LASER RADiATiON ,
t,_ _._1_ _, AVOID EYE OR SKIN EXPOSURE
TO DIRECT GR SCATTEREO
Wavelength 10.57 to 10.63 micons
Typical 60Power output (W)
Min. on delivery 50
End of life* 40
Power stability (30 sec. warm up) + 5%
Mode Quality TEMoo equivalent 95% purity
Beam size (mm) 3
Beam divergence (mR) 5
Polarization Random
Modulation To 5 khz
Electrical control TTL input (+3.5V} to 10 khz
Cooling water 1.5 gallons/minute at less than 20°C
Electrical input 115 VAC version (48-5-115):
90-130 VAC, 50 to 400 Hz, 12A
28 VDC version (48-5°28):
28-32 VDC, 44 A max.
Weight 44 Ibs. (20 kg) max.
Size 5.6x4.32x35" (142x110x890 ram)
*This power level is guaranteed for 12 months regardless of operating hours,
assuming normal intermittent commercial use.
_S6" (142mm)
rll rJn
g
= BEAM
EXIT
SYNRAD,.c
(206} 483-6100
FAX: (2061 485-4882
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5 Watt GaAIAs Linear Array Laser Diode
SDL-3480-L
5 Watt CW Optical Power
Monolithic Linear Array
High Efficiency Quantum
Well Structure
Reliable, 25 mW Per Emitter
O_iT,;AL p_G ._ 15
OF pOOR (_ALITY
General Description
The high optical power and linear array format provided by
the SDL-3480-L serves applications such as optical pumping of
solid state lasers, beacons, and high power illuminators. With an
emitting aperture of 1 cm x 1 I_m, the array can be easily coupled
to side pumped Nd:YAG, or Nd:YLF rods or slabs. This highly
efficient source is ideal for systems with limited energy or heat
transfer budgets.
The SDL-3480 consists of twenty 10-stripe phase coupled
emitters spaced on a monolithic 1 cm laser diode "bar". Individual
stripes are spaced on 10 IJm centers. 10-stripe phased arrays
each have an aperture of 100 um. Spacing of phased arrays is
0.5 mm A total of 200 individual stripes, each operating at a
power level of approximate!y 25 mW, sum incoherently to provide
5 W of optical power. The bar is bonded to a metal submount with
the "P" surface (active junction) toward the submount for mini-
mum thermal resistance. All emitters are driven in electrical par-
allel,
Reliability is enhanced by the relatively low energy emitted
per stripe and the heat spreading spaces between groups of
phased arrays. High optical power and high efficiency is
achieved by a quantum well active layer structure that provides
low threshold and excellent electrical to optical conversion
efficiency.
The linear array output facet is directly available, facilitating
placement of optical elements or intimate coupling to laser me-
dia. The copper heatsink is designed to be readily mounted to
an external thermoelectric element and heat removal system,
Options include wavelength selection for Nd:YAG and Nd:YLF.
The diode array must be temperature tuned to the rare earth ab-
sorption band,
Spectra Diode Labs
SDL-3480-L Specifications (Typ  , 2sot)
Optical
Parameter CW
Power
IVlodel w
SDL-3480-L 5
i
Eiectrucal Thermal
DIffefe_lal Total Emitting Bewn Spectral Threshold Opefallng _ Recommended
Quantum Convention Dlmeqnslons Divergence Width Current Current Resistance Case
Eff_ Ef_ (W X H) t)±. () _; Temperature
W/A % tam deg FWHM nm _ A A 12 _C
0.7 25 1cmx 1 _m 50 x 10 3 _ 4 11 0.03 0 to 25
Abeolute M_lmum Fldnge
CW Output Power 5.2 Watts
Reverse Voltage 3 Vob
Case Operating Temperature -20 Io 30 _C
Storage Temperature Range -55 to 80 °C
I. Other Specifications:
& Temperature coefficient of wavelength is approximately 0.27 to 0.3 nrrV°C.
b. Temperature coefficient ot threshold current can be modeled as:
ITH2 = ITHt exp [(T2 - T1)/To] where To is a clerics constant of abeut 140.
c. Temperature coefficient of operating current is approximately 0.51o 0.7%/°C.
2. Forward Voltage is typically: Vf = 1.5 V + lop x Rs
3. Wavelength range of cw laser diodes is approximately 790 to 830 nm. Wavelength selection is avail-
able as an option. Refer to Pnca List for wavelength selection range, variance and price.
Typical Light-Current Response
_5.0
i
2.5
1
I /
/
2 4 6 8 10 12
Drive Current (Amp=D)
"L" Bar Rate Package [Dimensions ininches (ram)]
LOiN INDUCTANCE
SOCKET HEAD ;CREW
c_03_
- 0 44 111.21 --"d 1.00 (25 4)
I o,=- I
L,,o-,., i
LASER
OUTPUT
O30
(7 6)
The laser light emitted from this laser diode is
invisible and may be harmful to the human eye.
Avoid looking directly into the laser diode or into
the beam along its optical axis when the device is
in operation.
Operating the laser diode outside of its maxi-
mum ratings may cause devN:e tailure or a safety
hazard. Power supplies used with the component
must be employed such that the maximum peak
optical power cannot be excaeded.
CW laser diodes may be damaged by excas-
sive drive current or switching transients. When
using power supplies, the laser diode should be
connected with the main power on and the output
voltage at zero. The current should be increased
slowly while monitoring the laser diode output
power and the drnvecurrent.
shlp¢_
Because of the small size of these dewces, each of
1ha labels shown is attached to the individual
shipping container. They are illustrated here to
comply with 21 CFR 1040 as applicable under the
radiations control for health and safety act of 1968,
SPECTRA DIODE LABS
HAN Jn_E, r _L _ FI_NIn _51_4 U.';,M.
rlU|Jl[C = G/NI
MA_UIrAC _ ._ ii,
avo*o om=c_uxlsuo_l to gpIAa0
lnfofmalnon conta*neO heren Is o_eemed to be rellabte ancl accurale No fesDonsiblhty fs assurneO for _1s use, nor for any infr=ncjemenls on the tights of Olhers SDectra D_o_e Laboratories
reserves the t ghl to change the design, specifications, elc, Of 1he prOOuCt at any time wnlhou! nobce_
Spectra Diode Labs  ORo,,,O,cha,, vv y. occo,  A ,o=
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CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING AT HIGH TEMPERATURES USING ACOUSTIC LEVITATION
C. A. Rey, D. R. Herkley, S. Hampton, J. DeVos,
D. Hapes-Rlocdan, and M. ZatarskL
Intersonics, Incorporated
3453 Comercial Avenue •
Northbrook, IL 60062
ABSTRACT
Containerless processing of a specimenwhile it is heated to hlsh temperatures
can be accomplished using acoustic levitation. This involves the creation of
sufficiently strong and suitably shaped acoustic fields and it is more easily
achieved in the micro&tavity of space. This technique permits the heating,
melting, reacting, cooling, and solidification of a substance without
contamination or heterogenous nucleation caused by contact with the container.
It further enables the processing of materials for which there is no acceptable
crucible material. These acoustic contain_ent techniques have been demonstrated
in space at temperatures to 1800K In early sounding rocket and space shuttle
experiments.
Newly developed approaches can _prove -the processing capabilities at higher
temperat_ares and provide more contamination-free environ_ents. Advanced
techniques are dsscribedwhich facilitate the development of inert or reducing
a_ospheres in excess of 20001(. Recent testing, In the laboratory and aboard
the NASA KC-135 aircraft, of a high temperature acoustic positioner has
demonstrated the effectiveness of a specken motion damping system and the
control of specimen spin. These new techniques can produce the extremely
quiescent states which help enable the study of deep undercooling processes.
The high degree of spec_en stability also permits more accurate measurement of
high temperature material properties.
IFfEODUCTIOR ql t •
Materiels processing is conducted at elevated temperatures in many research end
manufacturing areas. Materials science andhish temperature chemistry are
examples of areas which traditionally involve thou so of a crucible to contain
molten materiels. This crucible produces unwanted interactions between the
container and the material being processed, resulting In a number of undesirable
effects. The container may provide unwanted heterogenous nucleation sites,
contaminate the materiels or be partiallyor completely dissolvedbythe material
being processed. In addition, the container may react unfavorably or be
in_ompatible with the surrounding gas, which frequently is required in order to
control the chemistry during processing. For some materials there may be no
container available which has a su£ficiently high melting point.
Containerlase processing can eliminate all of the unwanted effects of the
crucible. The technique whichwill be described here uses a method of acoustic
levitation which is capable of positioning conductive or ncnconductive
materiels. _ A suitably shaped acoustic field pattern is created which
constrains the motions of the material being processed. The difficulty of
acoustically generating sufficiently large levitating or positioning forces
limits the application of this technique in the earth's gravitational field.
_hlle some acoustic containerless processing can be achieved on earth, as the
processing temperatures increase, the acoustic forces become weaker. As a result
It becomes difficult to support specimens with the densities of common materials.
By going into an orbital space environment, i.e., microgravity, positioning of
specimens for containerless processing is more easily achievable. Such acoustic
containment techniques were first demonstrated in space in early sounding rocket
and space shuttle experiments. These early approaches used small resistively-
heated furnaces combined with appropriate acoustic transducers and positioning
components. Haterials have been processed at temperatures up to 1800K in an air
atmosphere.
Exper_enta performed in microgravity nay also bene£it from some additional
advantages of the microgravity environmen_. For example, isostatic pressures
will exist throughout the liquids being processed. Buoyant and convective
effects are avoided and separation due to density dif£erentials in the liquid
melt are eliminated. Additionally, there exists the potential for maintaining
an extremely quiescent state during the sequence of melting, processing,
reacting, cooling, and solidification.
This paper describes a newly developed approach which can improve processing
capabilities, achieve higher temperatures and provide a more contamination-£ree
processing environment.
F_XPZRII_AL AFI'ROACII
Acoustic levitation involves producing an acoustic field which has nodes in the
acoustic pressure distribution which are continuous An time. One method of
producing this condition is to generate standing waves in an acoustically
resonant tube. In general, the stationary acoustic field pattern, which can be
produced by exciting various resonances within an acoustic chamber, exerts
restoring forces on an object which has a" density different than that o£ the
acoustic medium. This continueus acoustic £orce is given by the negative
gradient of the potential energy function.
Similar gradients can be easily produced in a nonresonant fashion by using the
interference of multiple acoustic beams. 2 The acoustic field generated by this
interference pattern can produce large potential energy gradients by suitably
focuking the acoustic waves. Acoustic nodes can be shaped to form closed "energy
wells = capable o£ exerting restoring £orces su££iciently large to position
materials without a container. This was £irst demonstrated at temperatures up
to.18OOK in an electric furnace with a single axis acoustic positioning system
£1o_n on sounding rockets in 1979 and 1980. This was also successfully
demonstrated _ with the Single Axis Acoustic Levitator (SAAL) £1own in 1983 and
1985 as part of the Haterials Experiment Assembly carried in the space shuttle.
During these experiments, reluctant glass forming materials were shown to be less
susceptible to heterogenous nucleation due to the absence of a container. _
2
Intersonics, Incorporated's new acoustic positioning system uses multiple
transducers In order to produce stronger restoring forces and more symmetrically-
shaped energy wells. The use of multiple transducers provides enhanced
capabilities and more flexible operating parameters, s These additional
capabilities include the ability to control specimen position, spin, and the
shape of liquid drops. The specimen position control capability allows the use
of a closed-loop control system, whichgreatly enhances the positioning stability
of the system. The spin control feature can be used to prevent rotation of the
specimen or to produce spin in order to increase specimen lsochermality. By
modulating the acoustic amplitude, the shape of a liquid specimen can be altered
and the drop may be excited into various modes of oscillation.
An application o£ these techniques has been developed in a High Temperature
Acoustic LevLtator (HAL). This system utilizes three independent ortbogonal
positioning axes. The transducer arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
Unlike the heated furnace levitation system referred to earlier, this system uses
radiant beam heating. This is produced using ellipsoidal reflectors to focus
light £rom three high power Xenon arc lamps. Fig. 2 is a General Assembly
Drawing og this test setup. This equipment has been tested in the laboratory
and in short (20 second) periods in the low-gravity environment aboard a NASA
KC-135 low gravity test facility.
I_SULT$
The abilities to spin, control position and produce dmnping of residuai motions
of the specimen have been demonstrated with this device. Fig. 3 is a picture
of a specimen being positionedduring the heating stage of an experiment. Fig.
4 indicates the typical residual gravitational levels which are encountered
during the low graviCy periodwhile the KC-135 aircraft is engaged in a parabolic
maneuver. These residual g-levels produce fluctuating forces which tend to
disturb the stability of the specimen within the acoustic positioning system.
The intensity of the acoustic field necessary to limit the specimen displacement
to less than one ma for specimens of varying densities is indicated in Fig. 5.
These values were calculated based on a_ous_ic positioningforce calibration data
and were confirmed during recent KC-135 HAL testing. The confirmation of this
analysis resulted in a modification to the equipment to provide dynamic control
of the acoustic energy well position and also provide d_ping of specimen
motions. This technique uses three optical sensors which detect the specimen
position. The sensor signals are used to determine the magnitude of the velocity
vector of the specimen along each o£ the three orthogonal acoustic axes. This
information is then used to shigt the energy well position in an amount
proportional to the velocity of the specimen and ins direction opposite to that
velocity. The result is the equivalent of a viscous drag force which damps
oscillations of the specimen. Fig. 6 is a diagram of the motion damping system.
The motion damping system was tested on the KC-135 in March o£ 1990. Fig. 7
shows the residual motion frequently observed on a specimen without the bene£its
o£ the damping circuit. Fig. $ is an example of acoustic positioning utilizing
the damping technique. Additional perturbations and instabilities have been
observed during the heating o_ the specimen. With velocity damping, these
perturbations can be reduced to very small levels. In some cases the residual
3
RHS amplitude of the specimen motlon Is less than 0.I mm. Speclmen temperatures
in excess of 1400K have been obtained in KC-135 test fllghts of the HAL system.
Testing of this system has indicated that stable positioning can be achieved
under ambient and heated conditions, including the transient states of heat-up
and cool-down. Successful demonstration of the HAL and the motion damping system
has been carried out on earth at temperatures in excess of 2000K.
CAPABILITIES ANALYSIS
The capabilities for continuous processing of dense materials at high
temperatures usingHALare given in Table I. The breadboard equipmentwhich has
been used in this investigation is limited in maximum temperature by the
efficiency of the Xenon arc lamp heating system. An improved arc lamp or laser
heating system will replace the arc lamps in order to increase the processing
temperature capabilities. The sys_mdescribad here was not completely enclosed
and the processing gas was that of the environment, i.e., air. In order to
process materials in different gas mixtures or avoid oxidation or contamination
of metal or alloys, the processing region can be enclosed in a sealed chamber.
The processing gas may then be suitably selected in order to meat the needs of
the experiment. Rapid cooling, which takes place mainly due to radiation losses,
is on the order of 200K par second for a specimen at 18001(. This could be
increased by using an appropriate quenching gas snd by increasing the acoustic
field intensity. The specimen is held in the region of an acoustic pressure node
which is also the position of the velocity anti-node. Because of this and the
high acoustic intensity, the velocity of the surrounding gas molecules is very
large. This greatly increases the conductive heat flow to the gas from the
surface of the specimen. This can more than double the cooling rates.
CONCLUSION
Intersonics, Incorporated High Temperature Levitator is capable of processing
specimens" of up to 6 mm diameter in a hlgh-purlty environment without the
contaminating effects of a container at high temperatures and with relative
quiescence. Some applications would i_clude the study of deep undercooling of
metals, alloys and glass forming materials. Property measurements can be made
on reactive materials. Ceramic superconductors as well as semiconductor
materials could be investigated in a highly contamination-free environment.
Continuing improvements of the acoustic processing system are under investigation
at Intersonics, Incorporated and further enhancements of the processing
capabilities are being developed. Similar versions of the HAL could be carried
aboard sounding rockets and, if longer duration experiments were required, on
space shuttle or free flying orbital carriers.
The authors wish to acknowledge the support for this work from the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency.
No. NJ S.II.IP.13
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OpmUonal protot_ o/h/0h temperature3-axis acoust/c
levltator-positioner.The levitatedsampleis heated with a
xenon.arclamp.Processingof solidorliquidmaterialsupto
(4040OF)is possible.
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DURING THE RECENT TESTING OF HAL ON NASA'S KC-135 AIRCRAFT
APPROXIMATELY300 PARABOLASWEREPERFORHED. THIS FIGURE SNOWSTHE
TYPICAL GRAVITATIONAL LEVELS ENCOUNTERED. THE RMS RESIDUAL
ACCELERATION LEVELS WERE CALCULATED FROM DATA OBTAINED FROM
ACCELEROMETERS POSITIONED NEAR THE ACOUSTIC LEVITATION ASSEMBLY.
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HAL SCIEHq_ CAPABILITIES
TEMPERATURES
DESIGN GOAL
ISOTHERMALITY *
TEMPERATURE CONTROL PRECISION
GAS PURITY
PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION
PROCESS GAS
SPECIMEN MOTION
SPECIMEN DENSITY
SPECIMEN DIAMETER
HEAT RATES *
COOLING RATES *
SPIN CONTROL
OPTICAL ACCESS
HEATERS
CARRIER
300 TO 2200K
> 3000K
FAIR TO GOOD WITH SPIN
PRECISION (- I*C)
EXCELLENT (AS GOOD AS PROCESS
GAS)
- ANY
< 0.5 mm RMS
ANY
UP TO G mm
VERY FAST, 0 TO OVER ZOO'C/SEC
VERY FAST, 0 UP TO 200*C/SEC
FASTERWITH GAS QUENCH
GOOD,"NO OR VERY LOWSPIN
VERY CONVENIENT
XENONARC OR LASER BEAM
KC-135, SOUNDINGROCKET
SPACELAB,SPACESTATION
SAMPLE PROPERTIES AND SIZE DEPENDENT
Table I
_ 344 .... _ - _ _ ..... -=.:;-_--_ ........ _-. -
